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Abstract approve

Four studies comprise this thesis. In the first study, we present a technique to

deconvolve orbital surface waves for the source time-delay spectra of large earthquakes.

Using auto-correlation and self-convolution functions derived from whole seismograms

of large earthquakes, it is possible to isolate the source effects and precisely (±5 s)

determine the source time-delay spectrum at periods as long as 600 s. We apply this

technique to five large earthquakes and the results are consistent with those obtained by

other researchers.

In the second study, we analyze the receiver functions from a broadband seismic

station (COR) in Corvallis, Oregon, for the geometry of subducting Juan de Fuca (JdF)

plate. Modeling indicates that the JdF Moho beneath COR is at 40 km depth, dipping 100

eastward, and the average Poisson's ratio of the overlying crust is high (0.33). The

oceanic crust of JdF plate is modeled as a 6 km thick low-velocity layer above the

Moho.

In the third study, the receiver functions from a linear broadband seismometer

array are used. The array is about 15 km south of COR, extending 300 km from the

coast to Central Oregon. Modeling indicates that the JdF Moho can be traced from 30±1

km depth beneath the coast to 76 km depth beneath the Western/High Cascades (-145

km from the coast). The dip of the JdF plate is 110 under the Coast Range, increasing to

23° at 43 km depth under the Willamette Valley. The North America (NA) Moho is at 34-

35 km depth beneath Central Oregon. The average Poisson's ratios are 0.33±0.02 for the

crust beneath the Coast Range; 0.28±0.01 for the NA crust; and 0.25 for the NA mantle

wedge.

In the fourth study, we present a technique to perform single-trace deconvolution

of seismic array data. The technique is based on spiking deconvolution and utilizes array
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data processing methods (stacking). Using this technique, we deconvolve teleseismic

vertical P and transverse S waves to extract the near-receiver structural information on

these two components.
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Deconvolving Orbital Surface Waves for the Source
Duration of Large Earthquakes and Modeling the

Receiver Functions for the Earth Structure Beneath a
Broadband Seismometer Array in the Cascadia

Subduction Zone

1

Introduction

Seismic waves are generated by earthquakes and are the basic tools used by

seismologists to reveal the characteristics of earthquake sources and the structure of the

Earth. In this thesis, we use a variety of seismic waves to explore the source

characteristics of large earthquakes and the structure of Cascadia subduction zone in

Oregon.

Four studies comprise this thesis: the first, presented in Chapter 2, deals with the

source characteristics of large earthquakes, and the second and third, presented in

Chapters 3 and 4, respectively, pertain to the structure of the Cascadia subduction zone.

The fourth study, presented in Chapter 5, consists of the development of a technique

about single-trace deconvolution of seismic array data.

It is of societal significance to identify and understand slow earthquakes because

destructive tsunami are often associated with submarine slow earthquakes. One of the

indicators of slow earthquakes is the source time delay spectrum, which can be derived

from seismograms recorded by the global seismic network. In Chapter 2, we develop a

technique to precisely measure this parameter. The technique is simple yet effective. It

utilizes the properties of auto-correlation and self-convolution functions derived from

very long-period orbital surface waves to eliminate the effects due to the Earths

heterogeneity and isolate the earthquake source information. The technique was applied to

five large earthquakes, and the results are consistent with those obtained by other

researchers using different techniques.

In Chapters 3 and 4, we shift our attention to the structure of Cascadia subduction

zone in Oregon where anomalously low seismicity has prevented us from mapping the
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geometry of the subducting Juan de Fuca slab using the conventional earthquake

hypocentral location method. A deconvolution procedure, called the receiver function

technique, was used to isolate structural signatures on teleseismic P waves and thus

provide an image of the lithosphere beneath the recording stations. We used two types of

data in these studies: the receiver functions from a single station active for several years

(Chapter 3) and a linear array of temporary stations (Chapter 4).

In Chapter 3, we concentrate on the data from the broad band seismic station COR

(a permanent station of the global digital seismographic network located in Corvallis,

Oregon). The continuously recording status of COR allows us to select many teleseismic

earthquakes with high signal-to-noise ratio. These high-quality events provide a good

azimuthal coverage, which is essential in such a single-station receiver function analysis.

The azimuthal variations of the receiver functions facilitate identification of individual

phases on the receiver functions. These azimuthal variations were modeled to constrain

the geometry of the subducting oceanic Moho. The single-station receiver function

analysis is limited by the requirement of good azimuthal coverage of the event and by the

small volume sampled by the rays. Basically, the receiver functions from a single seismic

station can only image the structure beneath that station. In order to image regional

lithospheric structure, an array is needed.

In Chapter 4, the receiver functions from the linear TORTISS array (The ORegon

Teleseismic Image of the Subducting Slab), deployed from the coast to Central Oregon

during 1993-94, were used to constrain the structure of Cascadia subduction zone. In

single-station receiver function analysis, many events from various azimuths are needed

in order to correlate the phases on receiver functions. In array receiver functions, various

phases from a single earthquake are already correlated in accordance with the structures

beneath the array, providing a readily apparent 2-d structural image. Detailed modeling of

the receiver functions gives information about the subducting Juan de Fuca (JdF) Moho

beneath the Coast Range and beneath the Western/High Cascades, and the North America

(NA) Moho beneath the Central Oregon. Besides the dips and the depths of the Mohos,

well constrained parameters include the Poisson's ratios for the media above the Mohos.

Finally, in Chapter 5 we discuss two single-trace seismic deconvolution schemes:

homomorphic and spiking schemes. This leads to the development of a single-trace

deconvolution scheme for seismic array data. The technique is used to deconvolve

teleseismic vertical-component P waves and transverse-component S waves from the

TORTISS array. The deconvolutions enhance the near-receiver structural signatures on

these two components, which can provide supplemental information about the Cascadia

subduction zone in addition to those imaged by the receiver functions.
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2

Detecting slow, long-duration slip of large earthquakes
using very-long-period orbital surface waves

2.1 Introduction

Slow precursory slip and slow creep after the main seismic phase of large

earthquakes are important aspects of the source process that remain poorly understood

due to the difficulty of measuring such motions. In the far-field, slow, long-duration

seismic slip can be most easily detected using very-long-period surface waves. A measure

of source duration is the source phase delay with respect to the origin time. In this study,

we present a simple, but effective technique to obtain this parameter from very-long-

period world-circling surface waves.

Several methods for measuring the source phase delay from surface waves have

been used in the past. Ihmlé et al. [1993], following development by Riedesel et al.

[1986], Riedesel and Jordan [1989] and Gee and Jordan [1992], measured the source

phase delay of the 1989 Macquarie Ridge earthquake by computing the cross-correlation

function of observed and synthetic seismograms. This approach has general applicability

but is computationally intensive. The accuracy in the source phase estimate depends on

the estimate of the source mechanism and on the ability of the synthetic seismograms to

account for the effects of the wave propagation, which involves assumptions about the

Earth's velocity structure and shape and approximations in the computations of the

synthetics. Romanowicz and Guillemant [1984] and Zhang and Kanamori [1988] invert

spectra of observed surface waves from stations around the globe for various source

parameters, among them the source duration. Their approach relies on corrections to the

spectra for assumed propagation effects. Furumoto [1979] and Furumoto and Nakanishi

[1983] overcome the dependence on assumptions about the Earth's structure by using a

suitable trio of orbital surface waves recorded at a single station. Combining the phase

measurements of great-circle orbits one can remove the path phase delay, leaving only the

phase related to the source. The disadvantage of this method is that it can be applied only
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to large earthquakes producing at least one trio of orbiting surface waves. Moreover, the

measurements using this method are very susceptible to noise because distortion of the

phase of any member of the trio will introduce errors in the measurement of the same

order as the phase of the noise. Rayleigh waves, in particular, are strongly dispersed at

very long periods (>200 s), which can lead to interference with higher modes and body

waves. Clearly, for very large earthquakes, the estimate of the propagation phase delay

can be improved by stacking the measurements from multiply orbiting waves. In this

study we show that using the properties of the auto-correlation and self-convolution

functions we can simply and effectively isolate the source phase and at the same time

achieve the desired stacking. Like in Furumoto's method, the source phase measurement

is made directly from the seismogram and is independent of assumptions about the Earth

model. We apply this technique to five recent large earthquakes: the 1989 Macquarie

Ridge (M 8.2), the 1992 Nicaragua (M 7.6), the 1993 Mariana Islands (M 7.8) and

the 1994 deep events in Fiji (M 7.6) and Bolivia (M 8.3).

2.2 Theoretical background

Low attenuation of the Earth at long periods allows surface waves generated by

large earthquakes to travel around the globe many times. At a seismic station they are

recorded as orbital surface waves. These waves contain information about the structure of

the Earth and earthquake sources that generated them. To obtain the information about the

Earths structure from these waves, one has to eliminate the effects of the source,

whereas to isolate the information about the sources, propagation effects need to be

canceled. Using orbital surface waves one can do both. For example, spectral ratios

between pairs of world-circling waves departing the source in the same direction (e.g.,

R1 and R3 or R2 and R4) will result in cancellation of effects from the source leaving only

propagation effects, the ratio of the spectral amplitudes being proportional the attenuation

and the difference of the phases being proportional to the phase velocity. Because the

difference in the path lengths for each pair is an integral multiple of the Earth's

circumference, the propagation effects represent great-circle averages. Such pairs of

surface waves have been widely used for determining global velocity and attenuation

models [e.g., Ben-Menahem and Toksöz, 1962; Kanamori, 1970; Dziewonski and



Landisman, 1970; Mills and Hales, 1977]. In contrast, for surface-wave pairs departing

the source in opposing directions (e.g., R1 and R2 or R2 and R3) the source effects do

not cancel. However, because for each pair the paths add up to integral multiples of the

Earth's circumference, we can eliminate the propagation effects entirely using the pairs

leaving the source in the same direction, thus leading to isolation of the source effects.

Furumoto [1979] was first to use this idea to measure source phase delay of large

earthquakes.

Dziewonski and Landisman [1970] show that the auto-correlation function of

observed orbital surface waves has several terms that do not depend on the source and

represent stacks of world-circling waves whose phase differences are integral multiples of

orbits around the Earth. Stacking improves the signal-to-noise ratio thus allowing precise

determination of average phase and group velocities along a great circle. We show that

introducing the self-convolution function, together with the auto-correlation function, it is

possible to isolate the source effects while taking the advantage of the stacking properties

of these functions.

The spectrum of the source moment-rate function M(t) can be wriuen as

M(w) = Z(o))e-i(t()) (2.1)

where Z(o) is the amplitude spectrum and 'r(o) is the time-delay spectrum with respect to

the earthquake origin time. The centroid time 'to is the zero-frequency intercept of 't(o),

i.e., 'r0='r(w-0). The source process time duration, as defined by Furumoto [1979], is

equal to 2't0; of course, only for symmetric source time function around its centroid the

actual duration equals to 2'r0. The purpose of this study is to show how t(w) can be

determined from world-circling surface waves.

Following Dziewonski and Landisman [1970], we define the unit of time as the

orbit time, the time required for an orbiting wave to travel once around the world, and

assign it a symbol "o". The frequency spectrum of a vertical-component seismogram (g)

of world-circling Rayleigh waves (R1, R2, ...) recorded at a seismic station in a time

frame of N orbit times (o) can be expressed as

2N 2N
g(w) = R(o) = A(o)e'Pn(°)) (2.2)

n=1 n=1

where the subscript n indicates the arrival order, and A(w) and (0) are the amplitude

and phase that can be expressed explicitly as (adapting expressions from, e.g., Kanamori



and Given {1981]):

with

A(w) = Y(w) Zl(2)(0) (sin Ai/p)-112 e11(W)An (2.3a)

it (n-1)ic (2.3b)(1)flq)(w) + o)'rl(2)(co)
4 2C(o))

2n-1-(-1)1
L + (-1)-1A1. (2.3c)

In the above equations A is the travel distance and C(o) is the average phase velocity

for the n'th arriving wave. L is the length of one orbit, Aj is the length of the minor arc

(epicentral distance) from the source to the recording station, and p is the Earth's radius.

Y(w) and c11(w) are the initial amplitude and phase for a point source with an

instantaneous rise time. Both are related to the source moment tensor and the excitation

function. The symmetry of the moment tensor dictates that the initial amplitude is the

same for even and odd orbital waves, but the initial phase changes sign as indicated by

the factor multiplying cI(o). Zi(W) and Z2(w), and 'tl(W) and 'r2(w) are the amplitudes

and time delays of the apparent source time functions of odd and even orbital waves.

Source finiteness influences odd and even orbital waves differently and therefore, in

general, they have different apparent source time functions.

We will refer to the auto-correlation function of g(t) as the autocorrelogram

(Appendix A). In the frequency domain, using eq. 2.2, it can be expressed as

2N 2N 2N2N
g(o) = [ R(w)] R*n(w)] = An(w)Am()ePn()Pm(W)),

n=1 n=1 n=1 m=1
(2.4)

where the asterisk signifies a complex conjugate. The autocorrelogram ga(t) is twice as

long as the original seismogram and is symmetrical about the time lag of zero. Expanding

eq. 2.4 over m and n, we can see that each term can be viewed as a cross-correlation of

two orbital waves: its amplitude is the product of the amplitudes of the two waves and the

phase is the phase difference between them. Because many combinations of pairs of

orbital waves have the same phase difference, they form stacked "arrivals" in g.

Applying eq. 2.3b and 2.3c and grouping terms in eq. 2.4 with the same phase we obtain

the following expression for stacked arrivals in g

N-I

g(o)= (a+a+aj)
k=1-N

(2.5 a)



where

and

7

N-k
a = [ A2flA2fl+21k11] exp{-i [k (- it) FJ}

n= 1

o N-k

ak = [ (A2n1A2n1+21k1 + A2A2+2IkI)] exp{-i [k (- it)]} (2.5b)
n= 1

N-k
[ A2nlA2n+21k1] exp{-i [k (- it) + F]}
n= 1

L 2iF = sgn(k) w('r2(w)-'rl(w)))+ 2c1(o) ], (2.5c)

with sgn(k) defined by

sgn(k) = {
1 k0

-1 k<0

In the above equations, C(w) is the average phase velocity for an entire great circle and

C 1(W) is the average phase velocity for the minor-arc segment. Terms a and a, are

symmetrically 'placed" around a. Because the phase of a is independent of the source,

these terms can be used for the investigation of Earth's structure [Dziewonski and

Landisman, 1970]. Figure 2.1 (top) shows an idealized surface-wave seismogram of

duration 4 o (phase velocity of 5 km/s and no dispersion, attenuation, initial phase or

polar phase shift). The source function is a unit-area boxcar with a duration of 500 s, and

the station epicentral distance is 130°. The positive time-lag portion of the corresponding

autocorrelogram is shown below (Figure 2.1). The arrivals corresponding to the terms of

equations 5b are indicated. The stacking property of the individual terms can be clearly

observed. There is an overall decrease in the autocorrelogram amplitudes as the time

increases. Had we included attenuation, this amplitude decrease would be even more

rapid.

We will refer to the self-convolution of g(t) as the selfconvogram (Appendix A).

In the frequency domain it can be expressed as

2N 2N 2N2N
gs(w) = [ R(w)] [ R(w)] = An()Am(w)ePn()Pm(°)). (2.6)

n=1 n=1 n=1 m=1

gs(t), like ga(t), is twice as long as the original seismogram, but, unlike ga(t), it is not
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Figure 2.1. Idealized surface-wave seismogram (g) from R1 to R8 along with its
autocorrelogram (ga) and selfconvogram (g). The source function is a unit-area boxcar
with a duration of 500 s. The phase velocity is 5 km/s and A1 = 130°. Comparing the
arrivals in g and g, it can be seen that any pair of arrivals with the same superscript and
subscript has the relative time shift proportional to the source time delay. This time shift
can be measured by the delay of the first peak (ml) of the crosscorrelogram (gm) between
g and g. In this paper we refer to g as the modogram. The magnified first peak of the
modogram shown in the bottom panel has 500 s delay with respect to t=0 giving a direct
measure of the source duration. The unit of time in the upper panels is the orbit time (o),
while the bottom panel is in seconds. Except for the autocorrelogram, the time is
measured relative to the source origin time.



symmetrical. Expanding eq. 2.6, we again see that each term involves two orbital waves.

This time, however, the interaction between these two waves involves phase addition.

Again, those pairs with the same total phase will form stacked signals. Taking the

reference time to be the earthquake origin time, substituting eq. 2.3b and 2.3c into eq. 2.6

we obtain the following expression for stacked arrivals in gs

with

where

2N- 1

gs(w) = (sj + s + s) (2.7a)
k= 1

= A2n1A2k2n+1] exp{-i [k (J- it) F + QI}
n= 1

= [ 2AA+] exp{-i [k (- it) + Q]} (2.7b)
n= 1

s = [ A2nA2k2n+2] exp{-i [k (- it) + F + ]},
n= I

= o(ti(o) + t2(o))) = 2wt(o) (2.7c)

and t(o) is the average source time delay. Figure 2.1 shows graphically the behavior of

these terms for k up to 4. The terms progressively increase in amplitude with time. In a

real situation, however, this amplitude increase would be partly counteracted by the wave

attenuation.

Comparing terms in eq. 2.5b and 2.7b, we can see that the phase difference

between any pair of arrivals in g and g with the same subscript and superscript is

2ctYt(c). This suggests that 2t(o) can be obtained directly by cross-correlation of g and

ga in the time where they overlap (i.e., from 0 to N o) (Figure 2.1). Note that there are no

corresponding arrivals in g to a and a in g and there is no corresponding arrival in g

to s in g. This does not pose a serious problem as long as these unmatched arrivals do

not interfere with the others. We must be also aware of an interaction between other terms

because they too can bias the cross-correlation. From eq. 2.5 and 2.7 we see that stacked

auto-correlation and self-convolution terms are well separated in time from each other

except for distances near the epicenter, 90°, and the antipode. We will discuss these

special cases below and show that with special treatment these data can be used as well.

The cross-correlation function (gm(t)) between g(t) and ga(t) has a number of
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peaks (Figure 2.1). The first peak (ml) is obtained by cross-correlating the corresponding

terms in eq. 2.5b and 2.7b, and can be expressed in the frequency domain as

ml

N-i k N-k

A2nlA2k.2n+1J [ +
k=! n=1 n=l

k N-k

[ [ (A2n.jA22 + A2nA2n+2k)1 + (2.8)
n=l n=1

k N-k -[ AA.] [ A2jA+2k]} e0)2t.
n=1 n=l

This is a stacked arrival with the amplitude involving all orbital waves with phase delay

directly proportional to the average source delay.

Of course, to obtain gm it is not necessary to calculate g and ga. It can be

obtained directly from the observed seismogram by transforming g(t) into the frequency

domain, forming the expression

g2(o) Jg(ü)12 (2.9)

(Appendix A, eq. a7), and then transforming back to the time domain. To avoid wrap-

around problems associated with the discrete Fourier transform, the seismogram must be

padded with zeros to a length of at least four times the original seismogram. We call g

the multiple orbit deconvolution (MOD) function, or the modogram. Of the multiple peaks

of the modogram (Figure 2.1), only the first one has the phase depending purely on the

source.

The source duration 2t can be obtained either in the time domain by finding the

delay of the first peak of the modogram (ml, Figure 2.1) or in the frequency domain by

determining the time-delay spectrum of the first peak after extracting it from the

modogram. In most situations both approaches will yield the same answer. The time

domain approach is potentially more stable, and narrow-band filtering can be used to

determine the frequency dependence of 2(w). The frequency domain approach has better

frequency resolution, but is less stable and can be affected by the windowing process.

Although the above result was derived for Rayleigh waves, it is valid for all other

types of surface waves, fundamental and higher modes. The derivation for Love and

radial-component Rayleigh waves involves a sign change in the term in eq. 2.3b,

which is compensated by taking into account the change in polarity between recorded
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even and odd orbital waves.

We have shown that determining the earthquake source time-delay spectrum from

multiply orbiting surface waves recorded at a station can be precise and as simple as

calculating the modograms of the observed seismograms. The only major complication

occurs for distances where various terms of the autocorrelogram and selfconvogram

interfere. Figure 2.2 shows synthetic modograms as a function of the epicentral distance

for a model that includes PREM Rayleigh-wave dispersion and attenuation. For epicentral

distances near 90° (about 80° to 1000 for very long period waves) we see a complication

due to interaction of a and and aj1 and s1. Contamination of ml caused by this

interaction can be avoided by explicitly calculating the auto-correlation and self-

convolution functions and analyzing only the a and s terms, which in this distance

range are well separated from the other terms and can be easily extracted from g and g.

For the extraction we use the procedure outlined in Appendix B. Near the antipode

(epicentral distance 160°-I 80°) we observe a complication due to interaction among a,

aj, aj, s, s and s terms. However, because aj and a have the same amplitude (eq.

2.5b) and because near the antipode, at long periods, sj and sj (eq. 2.7b) have also

essentially same amplitude, the MOD function near ml remains symmetric about ml.

Hence this interference reduces the resolution of ml, but does not introduce any bias. For

short epicentral distances (<20°), we observe strong interference due to small time

separation between a+ a° and a+ and s+ , s, and s . Because these terms have
K-i k K+i k-i k k+l

very different amplitudes, their interaction will strongly bias the cross-correlation.

However, again, with special treatment, data from small epicentral distances can be used

as well. One solution is to start the analysis after the passage of R1 (G1), which is easy to

do since at those distances R1 (G1) is well separated from the later-arriving waves. With

this change the problem becomes similar to that near the antipode.

In Figure 2.3 we present the application of this procedure to the vertical-

component seismogram of the 1992 Nicaragua earthquake (M 7.6) recorded at station

CAN (A1=I23°), and in Figure 2.4 we show the application to the transverse-component

seismogram of the 1989 Macquarie Ridge earthquake (M 8.2) recorded at station WUS

(zi=l 17°). We chose these stations because of the strong signal at long periods. For

illustration purposes we first calculate the auto-correlation and self-convolution before

forming the modogram. We filter the waveforms into a series of narrow pass-bands

highlighting the dispersive character of the Rayleigh waves (Figure 2.3a) and the lack of

dispersion of the Love waves (Figure 2.4a). The filter is a zero-phase Gaussian band-

pass filter with the response given by
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Figure 2.2. Synthetic modogram using Rayleigh wave PREM dispersion and attenuation
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Figure 2.3a. The vertical-component seismogram (top) of the 1992 Nicaragua earthquake
(M 7.6) recorded at station CAN (A1=l23°) along with its autocorrelogram (middle) and
selfconvogram (bottom). The traces in each panel are narrow-band-pass filtered for a
series of central periods ranging from 100 to 600 s. The broadband traces are shown at
the top of each panel.
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Figure 2.3b. Modogram (ml arrival) calculated from the seismogram in Figure 3a (1992
Nicaragua earthquake). The broadband trace is shown on the top with its narrow-band-
pass filtrations beneath. The source time delay, 2, for each central period is indicated by
a triangle. The traces have been appropriately shifted along the Y-axis so that their peaks
align with the central period of the filter.
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Figure 2.4b. Modogram (ml arrival) calculated from the seismogram in Figure 4a (1989
Macquarie Ridge earthquake). See Figure 3b for further details of the layout.
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(w-wo)2exp[-ct
0)02

'I'

where ct80 and 0j is the central frequency. In both figures, the top panel is the original

seismogram, the middle panel the auto-correlation function and the bottom panel the self-

convolution function for periods varying from 100 to 600 s. The t=0 in the top and

bottom panels is the earthquake's origin time. In the top panels, Rayleigh waves R1

through R10 and Love waves G1 through G10 can be identified. Rayleigh waves (Figure

2.3a) are strongly dispersed at long-periods (>-200 s), and at shorter periods (< -150 s)

exhibit noticeable attenuation. The arrivals corresponding to those in Figure 2.1 are

indicated in both figures. For the Nicaragua earthquake (Figure 2.3b), the source process

time 2t(w) measured as the frequency-dependent delay of the first peak of the MOD

function shows an increase from about 60 s at lOOs-period to about 100 s at very long

periods, indicating the slow nature of the rupture process. The Love-wave record of the

Macquarie Ridge earthquake indicates that the source process time (Figure 2.4b) is

roughly constant (-55 s) over the entire period range. We will discuss these two events in

greater detail later in this study.

Next we consider the amplitude of the first peak (ml) of the MOD function.

Noting that the amplitude decrease for each consecutive wave orbit is a factor of exp(-

riL), 2.5a and 2.7a can be rewritten in terms of the amplitudes of R1 and R2 (or G1 and

G2), and we obtain the following expression for the auto-correlation and self-convolution

terms:

N-k aL
aK = AiA2exp(-kL) exp[-2(n-l)1L] exp{-i [k (-b-- FJ}

n= 1

0
N-k

. wLak = (Al2+A22)exp(-kTIL)exp[-2(n-1)rIL] exp{-i [k (-a- it)]) (2.lOa)

= A1A2exp(-kiL)èxp[-2(n-l)iL] exp{-i 11k (J it) + F])

where k = 0, ±1, ±2, ..., ±(N-l)

= kAi2exp[-(k-1)rL] exp{-i [k (- it) F + w2t])

s = 2kA1A2exp[-(k-l)L] exp{-i [k (- it) + w2J) (2.lOb)
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s = kA22exp[-(k-1)rL] exp{-i [k (- it) + F + w2t]}.

Since

where k = 1, 2, ..., 2N-1

N-k 1 e-2()11Ie-2(FUTl =
n=l 1e-2h1L

cross-correlating the corresponding terms in g and gs we obtain

N-i

ml = {kAl2A1A2
e-(2k-1)11L (1e2(N4)flL)

k=i 1_e2u1I

+ 2k(A1 2+A22)A1 A2
e(21 )L (1 e-2(N-k)flL)

1 e-211L

+ kA22A1A2
e(2k-1)1L (1e2(Nk)1L)

(2.1 la)

1e-2flL } e-°

N- 1 ke(2k-i )ilL (1 _e2(N-)flh)
= 3A1A2(Al2+A22) e12t

k=l 1e211l . (2.11b)

Finally, substituting eq. 2.3a, we obtain

ml (w) = Z(w)4 e)2t(W) { sin2i I/P (e21())Ai +e2h1 (°)2) } 3Y4(w)

(1 _e2h1(0))J1 [ke-1°1(°) (1 _e-2(N)h1(W)L)}. (2.11 c)

The above relationship shows that the spectral density of the moment rate function can be

obtained easily from m1 after correcting for the attenuation and geometrical spreading and

the excitation term. In principle, by determining amplitude variations of ml at various

stations around the globe, we can also estimate the source moment tensor. In this study,

however, we concentrate only on the estimation of the source delay spectrum, which can

be determined directly without the knowledge of the excitation function. As will be

discussed in the next section, eq. 2.1 ic can be used for proper equalization of the

amplitudes of ml when observations from several stations are stacked together.

The terms in eq. 2.11 a are arranged in the same order as the terms of g and g in eq.

10. We can see that the contribution from the cross-correlation of the zero-superscripted

terms is twice that of the combined contribution of the plus- and minus-superscripted

terms. Hence if we did the analysis using only extracted a and s arrivals, the amplitude
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of m will be two thirds of the amplitude that would be derived from the entire g and gs,

i.e.,

m(w) m(o). (2.12)

2.3 Application to five large earthquakes

We use the above technique to investigate the slow, long-duration source process

of the 1993 Mariana Islands, the 1994 Fiji and Bolivia, the 1992 Nicaragua, and the 1989

Macquarie Ridge earthquakes. The events are ordered with increasing complexity of the

source process. The data are from the GDSN, IDA and GEOSCOPE networks. 16-hour

records from the very-low-frequency data streams (VLP, 0.1 sample/s) starting 30 mm.

before the earthquake origin time were used in the analysis. The seismograms were

converted to ground displacement by removing the instrument response and high-pass

filtered with a zero-phase Butterworth filter with a cutoff at 1.0 mHz. Broadband data

streams (VBB) were used to check for clipping and non-linear behavior.

For each station, we analyzed the vertical component (dominated by Rayleigh

waves) and transverse component (dominated by Love waves) seismograms. The

autocorrelograms and selfconvograms were formed and examined for the strength of the

signal in various frequency bands. We used entire g and g to form the modograms

except for stations in the 80° to 100° epicentral distance range. In that distance range we

used only uncontaminated a and s arrivals, which were extracted using the method

described in the Appendix B. To obtain the average source delay for each event we

stacked together the observations from the individual stations. Rayleigh and Love wave

modograms were stacked separately. When stacking the modograms it is desirable to

have the amplitudes of the individual modograms to be proportional to the source

radiation pattern. This gives nodal stations, which are more likely to be affected by source

or path complexities, less weight. The amplitudes of the modograms were equalized by

removing the effect of the terms that depend on station epicentral distance (the terms in

curly brackets in eq. 2.1 ic), and by taking into account eq. 2.12 for stations in the 80-

100° distance-range. The stacked modograms were filtered by a Gaussian narrow-band-

pass filter for a set of central periods ranging from 100 s to 600 s, and the source delay
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for each central frequency was obtained by measuring the time shift of the individual

traces. The reference time in all cases is the earthquake origin time determined by the

National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) from high-frequency body waves.

Finally, the uncertainty of the measurement of the source delay was determined from the

weighted variance of measurements from individual stations comprising the stack.

2.3.1 The August 8. 1993. Mariana Islands earthquake (Mi.

The 1993 Mariana Islands earthquake occurred in the Mariana subduction zone

south of the Mariana Islands at a depth of 59 km (NEIC). The Harvard centroid moment

tensor (CMT) mechanism {Dziewonski et al., 1993b] indicates thrust faulting with a large

strike-slip component. The centroid time shift of the CMT solution is 24 s and seismic

moment is 5.2x102° Nm (M 7.8).

The Rayleigh and Love wave modograms for this event are shown in Figure 2.5.

In this, and all similar figures in following sections, traces were band-pass filtered from

200 to 400 s to emphasize the behavior at long periods (this filtering was omitted in the

actual analysis). The azimuthal amplitude variation of the modograms is consistent with

the CMT mechanism. The stacked modograms, shown at the top of the panels in Figure

2.5, are very simple. The source delay spectra derived from Rayleigh- and Love-wave

stacks are shown in Figure 2.6. The measurements are consistent within the error limits

and show an essentially flat spectrum for periods from 100 to 500 s. The uncertainties

increase substantially, however, for periods shorter than 140 s. This is expected because

the shorter period surface waves attenuate faster and follow a more heterogeneous path,

which degrades the stacking of the multiple orbits. The average source delay of 23±5 s

agrees well with the CMT estimate.
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Figure 2.5. Modogram for Rayleigh (top panel) and Love waves (bottom panel) of the
1993 Mariana Islands earthquake. Traces for different stations are plotted according to
station azimuths, with amplitude scaling discussed in the text. The trace at the top of each
panel is the stack of the traces beneath. In this, and all similar figures for other events,
traces were band-pass filtered from 200 to 400 s to emphasize the behavior at long
periods (this filtering was omitted in the actual analysis).
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Figure 2.6. The source time-delay spectrum (t(w)) for the 1993 Mariana Islands
earthquake derived from the stacked Rayleigh-wave (solid triangle) and Love-wave (open
triangle) modograms. The reference time t=O is the earthquake origin time, also shown in
the figure.
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2.3.2 The March 9, 1994, Fiji earthquake

The 1994 Fiji earthquake occurred in the Tonga subduction zone near the Fiji

Islands, at a depth of 563 km as reported by NEIC. The CMT analysis [Dziewonski et

al., 1994] indicates a dip-slip mechanism with a small strike-slip component and the

seismic moment of 3.1 x 1020 Nm (M 7.6). The CMT centroid time shift is 10 s. The

aftershock distribution [Wiens et al., 1994] indicates that the earthquake occurred on a

steeply dipping plane.

Due to the dip-slip mechanism and large depth of this event, Love waves and

fundamental-mode Rayleigh waves with periods shorter than 160 s were poorly excited

and yielded results with a large uncertainty. The final results are presented only for the

well-resolved part of the Rayleigh wave spectrum. The Rayleigh wave modograms for

this event are shown in the bottom panel of Figure 2.7. The source delay spectrum

derived from the stacked trace is shown in Figure 2.8. Between periods of 160 and 500 s

the source delay is stable with an average of 8±6 s, consistent with the CMT delay and

the body-wave pulse duration [Goes etal., 1994; Li and Toksöz, 1994].

2.3.3 The June 9, 1994, Bolivia earthquake

The 1994 Bolivia earthquake is the largest deep event instrumentally recorded ever.

The depth reported by NEIC is 637 km. The CMT analysis [Dziewonski et al., 1994]

gives a seismic moment of 3.0 x 1021 Nm (M 8.3), a dip-slip mechanism with nearly

horizontal and vertical planes, and a centroid time shift of 28 s. Analyzing body waves,

Kikuchi and Kanamori [1994], Beck et al. [1994] and Huang and Chen [1994] show that

the horizontal plane is favored. The body-wave pulse widths indicate source duration of

approximately 40 s, consistent with the duration of the main moment-release episode

determined by Ihmlé and Jordan [1994a] from entire wide-band seismograms.

The Rayleigh wave modograms are shown in the top panel of Figure 2.7 and the

source delay spectrum of the stacked trace is shown in Figure 2.8. Again, due to the large

focal depth and dip-slip mechanism, good measurements were obtained only for Rayleigh

waves with periods longer than 160 s. In the period range from 200 to 400 s, where the

measurements have the smallest uncertainty, the source delay is essentially constant,
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29±3 s. The delay increases slightly to 34±8 s for periods longer than 400 s, possibly

indicating some additional moment release after the main phase of the rupture. Our results

are in very good agreement with long-period measurements of Ekström [1994] and Ihmlé

and Jordan [1 994a].

2.3.4 The September 2. 1992. Nicaragua earthquake

The 1992 Nicaragua earthquake occurred in the Middle American trench, off the

coast of Nicaragua. The earthquake generated a unusually large tsunami and showed a

large discrepancy between its surface wave magnitude (M 7.2) and moment magnitude

(M 7.6). These characteristics put it in the class of earthquakes referred to as the tsunami

earthquakes [Kanamori, 1972; Abe, 1979; Pelayo and Wiens, 1992]. The CMT analysis

[Dziewonski etal., 1993a] as well as body wave and surface wave studies [ide etal.,

1993; Kanamori and Kikuchi, 1993; Velasco et al., 1994] show it is a shallow-depth

thrust event with one focal plane consistent with the subduction of the Cocos plate

beneath the Caribbean plate. These investigations also revealed that the rupture duration

was unusually long. The CMT solution [Dziewonski etal., 1993a] shows a large (45 s)

centroid time shift relative to the origin time consistent with a 100+ s duration obtained

from body waves and surface waves [Ide et al., 1993; Kanamori and Kikuchi, 1993;

Velasco etal., 1994]. The estimates of the seismic moment from surface waves range

from 3.0x102° to 3.8x102° Nm (Mw: 7.6) [Dziewonski etal., 1992; ide et al., 1993;

Kanamori and Kikuchi, 1993; Velasco et al., 1994; Ihmlé and Jordan, I 994b]. The body

wave data indicate that the peak of the moment release rate occurred about 25-30 s after

the initiation of the rupture [ide et al., 1993; Velasco etal., 1994], after which the

moment release rate gradually decreased. The moment estimate from tsunami height data

(30x 1020 Nm) is an order of magnitude larger than from surface waves [Imamura etal.,

1993]; however, Satake [1994] showed that using rigidity that is smaller than the

standard value and requiring the fault depth not to exceed 10 km the discrepancy between

the tsunami and seismological observations can be reconciled. Kanamori and Kikuchi

[1993] suggest that presence of soft sediments trapped within the plate interface was

responsible for the unusually slow rupture.

The source delay spectrum for this event has been obtained by ihm!é and Jordan
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[1994b]. Their result shows an increase of the source delay from about 30 s at a period of

100 s to about 54 s at a period of 660 s. Analyzing a narrower frequency band, Velasco et

al. [1994] find 37 s source delay at a period of 157 s increasing to 50 sat a period of 288

5.

Both Rayleigh and Love waves of the Nicaragua earthquake were found suitable

for our analysis. The quality of the Rayleigh waves is generally excellent with the

standard deviation of the estimated source delays as low as ±3 s; the Love wave quality is

not as good. The azimuthal amplitude variation of the Rayleigh and Love wave

modograms (Figure 2.9) is consistent with the dip-slip mechanism. The estimated source

time-delay spectra are shown in Figure 2.10, both showing an increase from a delay of

32 s at a period of 100 s to a delay of 51 s at a period of 500 s. Our result from Rayleigh

waves agrees with Ihmlé and Jordan's [1 994b] to within 3 seconds across the entire

spectrum.

The 1992 Nicaragua and the 1994 Fiji earthquakes had the smallest magnitude of

the events studied in this study, yet with the duration in excess of 100 s the rupture

process of the Nicaragua earthquake is by far the longest. The anomaly of the Nicaragua

earthquake is brought forward by comparison with the Fiji earthquake which had a

duration of only about 16 s.

2.3.5 The May 23. 1989. Macquarie Ridge earthquake

The 1989 Macquarie Ridge earthquake is the largest earthquake of the 1980's.

The earthquake occurred at the Pacific-Australian plate boundary. Although its source

process was extensively studied, consensus has not been reached on a number of

important aspects. The early studies are collected in a special issue of the Geophysical

Research Letters (v.17, p. 989-1024, 1990; edited by Larry Ruff). There is a clear

consensus that the predominant faulting mechanism was right-lateral strike-slip on a

north-northeast-striking, vertically-dipping fault [e.g., Dziewonski etal., 1990]. The

estimates of the fault length range from about 100 km to 200 km [Braunmil!er and

Nábè!ek, 1990; Satake and Kanamori, 1990; Das, 1993, Das and Kostrov, 1994].

Braunmiller and Nábëlek [1990] and Das [1993] favor bilateral rupture propagation while

Satake and Kanamori [1990] prefer a unilateral, northward-propagating rupture. Body
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wave studies generally indicate shallower depth [Braunmiller and Nábélek, 1990]

compared to surface waves studies [Ekström and Romanowicz, 1990; Anderson and

Zhang, 1991]. Body waves indicate a "fast" rupture in the first 25 s of the rupture

process in which 1.3-1.5 x 1021 Nm of the seismic moment was released [Braunmiller

and Nábélek, 1990; Das, 1993]. The surface-wave-derived seismic moment is higher and

the duration is longer. Analyzing Rayleigh waves for the periods of 150-300 s, Anderson

and Zhang [1991] obtained a source process time of 47 s using waveform inversion as

well as Furumoto's method. To match this source process time and the seismic moment

of 2.0 x 1020 Nm, they propose a slow moment release following the first 24 s of 'fastt

rupture. Ihmlé et al. [1993] investigated the source in a broader frequency band (1.5 niHz

50 mHz), and used both Rayleigh and Love waves, as well as body waves. They

obtained a strong frequency-dependent source delay and seismic moment. Decreasing

source delay at very long periods, which is especially perceptible in their Rayleigh wave

and spheroidal mode measurements, lead them to suggest a slow precursor for this event.

Lay etal. [1993], employing an empirical Green function deconvolution method, showed

that the body wave deconvolutions indicate the major moment release was in first 25 s,

consistent with the earlier body-wave analyses. The deconvolution of the surface waves

gave a longer source duration of about 50 s, but did not detect any precursory moment

release. Free oscillations (periods of about 500 to 1000 s) were investigated by Kedar et

al. [1994]. They found very large seismic moment (3.0 x 1020 Nm) and a source delay of

less than zero (with a large uncertainty) suggesting a precursory event and confirming in

part the initial report of anomalous radial-mode oscillations for this earthquake by Park

[1990]. Kedar et al. [1994] argue against the precursor, however, because its presence

cannot be confirmed by a precursory motion to P waves recorded by close-in broad-band

stations.

Due to the very large magnitude of this event only low-gain and high-dynamic-

range stations remained on scale. Unfortunately, there were still relatively few such

stations operating at that time. By excluding the saturated portion of the record (Ri or

G 1) we were able to include several stations of the Chinese Digital Seismic Network

(CDSN) in key azimuths.

The Rayleigh and Love wave modograms are shown in Figure 2.11 and the

corresponding source delay spectra are shown in Figure 2.12. The Love wave spectra are

remarkably flat (28±5 s) for periods longer than 130 s, however, the Rayleigh waves

show a significant decrease in the time delay in a period-band centered around 270 s. The

anomalous behavior of the Rayleigh waves is also expressed by the noticeably
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asymmetric shape of the stacked modogram (Figure 2.11). The same asymmetry can be

seen in all individual waveforms from antinodal stations, indicating that this is not a

coincidental feature of the stacked trace. Our Love wave spectrum matches within the

uncertainties the spectrum obtained by Ihmlé et at. [1993], although their Love wave

spectrum shows a slightly decreasing trend with increasing period (Figure 2.13). Our

Rayleigh wave spectrum significantly differs from theirs at very long periods where our

source-delay estimate rises back to the Love wave value while theirs continues to

decrease.

How can we explain the difference in the Love and Rayleigh wave time-delay

spectra? Because this earthquake occurred at a very high latitude we were concerned that

the anomalous Rayleigh wave behavior is caused by contamination from quasi-Love

waves generated by Coriolis coupling of very-long-period Love waves when their paths

cross regions near the Earth's poles [Park, 1986; Yu and Park, 1993]. Stations WUS

(azimuth 303°) and NNA (azimuth 123°), which are antinodal for Love waves and nodal

for Rayleigh waves, should be some of the most affected by this effect. We examined the

dispersion characteristics of the major phases in the autocorrelograms and could clearly

identify the contribution due to the quasi-Love wave, particularly near the 500 s period

where both Rayleigh and Love waves propagate at approximately same speed. Although

quasi-Love wave coupling can be clearly demonstrated for some stations, we found that

its effect on the modograms to be negligible. The Rayleigh wave modograms from near-

nodal stations (Figure 2.11) are anomalously narrow band. This is caused by a long-

period spectral hole observed for those stations.

Ihmlé and Jordan [1993] suggested that the gradual decrease in the source delay at

long periods observed in their spectra is due to a very slow slip prior to the regular fast

slipping phase of the rupture process. This explanation is difficult to accept in view of the

flat Love-wave delay-spectrum determined here, which for this earthquake is better

resolved than the Rayleigh wave spectrum. It could be claimed that Rayleigh waves

would be more sensitive to such a precursor if it had a significant andlor

moment tensor components [Ihmlé et at., 1993; Park, 1990]; nevertheless, if the

mechanism was double-couple (e.g., thrust), it should also have had a discernible effect

on the Love waves. Moreover, if a significant (or M+M) component was
present, we would also expect it to be revealed in the Rayleigh wave radiation pattern.

However, Figure 2.11 shows a symmetric four-lobed pattern diagnostic of a pure strike-

slip mechanism.
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Figure 2.13. A comparison of the source time-delay spectra determined here with those
by Ihmlé et al. [1993] for the 1989 Macquarie Ridge earthquake: solid triangle: Rayleigh
waves, this study; solid circle: Rayleigh waves, Ihmlé et al.; open triangle: Love waves,
this study; open circle: Love waves, Ihmlé et al.
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2.4 Summary and conclusions

In this study we have presented a simple yet effective technique for measuring the

source time-delay spectrum from very-long-period world-circling surface waves without

relying on assumed Earth models and calculation of synthetic seismograms. Using auto-

correlation and self-convolution functions derived from whole seismograms of large

earthquakes recorded at a seismic station it is possible to isolate the source effects and

precisely (±5 s) determine the source delay spectrum at periods as long as 600 s.

Measurements at such long periods are necessary for detecting slow precursory slip and

slow creep after the main 'fast' seismic phase of large earthquakes. We apply this

technique to five recent large earthquakes: the 1989 Macquarie Ridge (M 8.2), the 1992

Nicaragua (M 7.6), the 1993 Mariana Islands (M 7.8), and the 1994 deep events in

Fiji (M 7.6) and Bolivia (M 8.3). Our results are largely in agreement with the results

obtained by other investigators. The Mariana Islands, Fiji, and Bolivia earthquakes had a

normal rupture duration. The Nicaragua earthquake exhibits a source time-delay spectrum

with the delay increasing from 31 s at the lOOs period to SOs at the 600 s period

indicating a unusually slow rupture process. The Macquarie Ridge earthquake is

anomalous by the discrepancy between the Love wave and Rayleigh wave estimates.

Love waves, in the period band of 150 to 600 s, show normal, flat source-delay spectrum

with a delay of about 28 s. The Rayleigh-wave spectrum agrees with the Love-wave

spectrum for periods smaller than 200 s and greater than 400 s, however, it shows a

significantly shorter source delay (about 15 s) in the 250 to 350 s period-range. The

unusual nature of the Macquarie Ridge earthquake's surface wave spectrum was pointed

out by Ihmlé et al. [1993] who also provided an explanation in terms of a slow,

precursory moment release. This explanation is not consistent with the flat Love-wave

spectrum determined here.

We have shown that the first pulse of the multiple orbit deconvolution (MOD)

function derived from a time series has the property of stacking regularly-repeating

arrivals and removing the phase related to the repetition (path) while preserving the phase

related to the forcing function (the source). In the frequency domain, computation of this

fourth-order spectral function is very simple. As such, the MOD function can have more

general applications. We have shown that seismograms containing strong repeating

arrivals of world-circling surface waves from large earthquakes can be effectively

analyzed with this technique. The minimum record-length required is 2 o (i.e., containing

at least R3/G3 orbitals), however, longer records produce much better calibration of the
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propagation path thus decreasing error in the source estimate. The procedure is

particularly effective in the 140 to 550 s period-band which tends to be well excited by

large earthquakes. In this period-band we attained uncertainties below ±5 s in the source

time-delay estimates. Large attenuation of shorter period waves makes sufficiently long

records more difficult to acquire. Short effective records, and the fact that the Earth's

lateral heterogeneity increases at short periods, contribute to the rapid increase in

uncertainties of our measurements for periods shorter than approximately 140 s.

We have shown that our results for long periods compare well with the source

delay estimates using other techniques. The big advantage of the method presented here is

that it does not require sophisticated computation of synthetic seismograms, estimate of

the source mechanism, or detailed knowledge of the Earth's structure in order to

determine the source phase precisely and thus removes the uncertainty related to this a

priori knowledge required by other methods. Although in this study we have concentrated

only on the analysis of the source delay spectrum, we have shown that if we know the

excitation function, the amplitude spectrum of the source moment rate function, or even

the moment tensor, can be also obtained from the modograms. The computation of the

excitation functions for such analysis should not require sophisticated techniques since

the averaging property of the modogram removes most effects due to Earth's

heterogeneity.
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3

The geometry of the Cascadia subducted slab from a
single-station receiver function analysis

3.1 Introduction

One of the simplest ways to study the geometry of the subduction zone is to map

the seismicity. The Wadati-Benioff-zone seismicity in northwestern Washington

indicates the slab is bowed up, with relatively low dip near the Canadian border and

progressively increasing to the south [Crosson and Owens, 1987; Weaver and Barker,

1988]. Unfortunately, the anomalously low seismicity associated with the subducted

slab south of central western Washington does not allow use of seismicity to map the

slab further to the south.

In the absence of slab seismicity, an effective way of determining the position of

the slab is the so-called receiver function method. This method utilizes conversions of

seismic waves arriving from distant earthquakes as they pass through the slab. The

method provides information about the slab depth and dip beneath the station. The

analysis requires high-quality 3-component seismic stations with good response over a

broad band of frequencies. In this study we use data from three stations in Oregon

(Figure 3.1) that are well suited for such analysis: the OSU/IRIS station in Corvallis,

which is a part of the global network and has been in the operation with a digital

seismic instrumentation since December 1989, and two temporary broadband digital

stations operated by the University of Oregon in 1991 and 1992; one is located west of

Eugene (SIU) and the other at Chehalem Hills (CHE), southwest of Portland.

The subducted slab in the western Washington and Oregon has been a target of

several receiver function studies. Lan gston [1 977a, 1981] used data from the former

WWSSN station COR to investigate the structure beneath Corvallis. He argued that to

explain the large Ps conversion observed in the data a low-velocity zone is required in a

depth range between 25 and 45 km. The lower interface, according to Langston, is sharp

and is dipping to the east at an angle of about 20°. He suggested that this sharp velocity
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discontinuity represents the crust-upper mantle interface of the subducting oceanic slab.

Langston concentrated only on the deeper structure, assuming the structure in the upper

part of the crust based on Berg et al. [1966] model. Recent crustal studies in the region

[Tréhu et al., 1994] indicate that Berg et al. model, which includes a very shallow

continental Moho, is not appropriate for the area near Corvallis and therefore the details

of Langston's model may not be entirely correct. The purpose of this study is to

investigate if the new digital data available from this station, together with the improved

knowledge of the crustal P-wave structure, can improve the details derived from the

receiver function analysis.

More recent work in the Pacific Northwest using receiver functions has

concentrated on the geometry of the subduction zone in the Puget Sound region, where

the analysis has helped to delineate the arched structure [Owens et al., 1988; Lapp et al.,

1990], and the Vancouver Island region where the LITHOPROBE profiles in

combination with the receiver function work by Cassidv [1991] trace the subduction

interface from the near-surface at the trench to a depth of about 70 km beneath western

British Columbia.

The present study was originally commissioned by the Portland General Electric

Company for evaluating the seismic hazard in the region [Li et al., 1992; Nábe1ek and

Li, 1993]. The study also formed a pilot for a detailed receiver function investigation of

the Cascadia structure using a dense linear array of seismic stations that passed

approximately 15 km south of Corvallis [Nábélek et al., 1993a,b]. The modeling of

receiver functions from the array will be presented in next Chapter.

3.2 Crustal and upper-mantle investigations using converted phases

Waveform modeling of converted phases of teleseismic P waves has been used

effectively to study deep structure beneath isolated stations. Body waves from distant

earthquakes travel through the lithosphere at steep angles (in the crust, typically less

than 20° from the vertical). Interaction of the incident teleseismic body wave with large

impedance interfaces beneath the recording station generates various converted phases

and multiples that can be observed in the recorded waveform (Figure 3.2; for more



detail on converted-phase nomenclature see Owens et al. [1984]). The largest secondary

phases are generally observed on the horizontal component seismograms due to P-to-S

conversions.

The concept of using converted phases and reverberations within the lithosphere

as recorded in the signature of a teleseismic P wave to characterize the lithosphere dates

to Haskell [1962] and was first used in the spectral domain for this purpose by Phinney

[1964]. Burdick and Lan gston [1977] moved the analysis to the time domain, and it is in

this form that the technique has found most of its success [e.g., Langston, 1977a;

1977b; 1979; 1981; Owens, 1984; Owens etal., 1987; 1988].

Detailed analysis of the structure beneath a recording station requires estimation

and removal of the time function of the P wave incident at the base of the lithosphere.

Techniques for this are described by Lan gston [1979], Owens et al. [1984] and Ammon

[1992]. The waveforms recorded at the receiver are a convolution of receiver structure,

instrument response and incident waveform. The incident waveform and instrument

response (for matched instruments) are common to the radial and vertical components.

The deconvolution of the radial P waveform by the vertical P waveform removes the

effects that are common to both of them. Because the vertical lithospheric response is

nearly an impulse function, the resulting waveform, usually referred to as the P receiver

function, is predominantly characterized by P-to-S conversions and multiples within the

lithosphere.

For horizontally layered structure, the receiver functions are independent of

azimuth and are radially polarized. When the structure is dipping as in Figure 3.2, the

main difference from the horizontally layered case is that the receiver functions are no

longer radially polarized and become strong functions of azimuth. The azimuthal

dependence is strong both for the primary conversions and for the multiple reflections;

it affects the observed amplitudes and polarities of the phases as well as the period of

the reverberations. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3. The predictable amplitude

dependence of the primary conversions on the dip of the structure and on the azimuth of

the incident P wave makes the identification of the phases possible. Using ray tracing

codes, the primary converted phases can be modeled and the structure, including the dip

of the interfaces, can be estimated. An effect of the dipping structure is that the

sampling volume by the crustal phases is not symmetric beneath the station, as for the

horizontal structure, but is shifted up-dip (Figure 3.2).
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3.3 Data description and analytical procedure

We focus our analysis on data from COR, which has the most extensive data set.

The time from which we chose suitable events for the analysis spans from December,

1989 to October, 1992. Using the PDE catalogue as a guide, events from various

azimuths surrounding the station were examined and those showing good recordings

were included in the data set. Generally, only events with magnitude greater than 6

provided good-quality data. The chosen events are listed in Table 1. The azimuthal

distribution is very good (Figure 3.4). The two largest gaps in the coverage are 200l050

and 17002300; the seismicity rate in those azimuths is low and it may take many years

to fill-in those voids.

For each event, a set of 3-component broadband P-wave recordings was

converted to the receiver function through the following steps. First, P waves were

isolated from the recorded broadband seismograms and the optimal time window for the

analysis was determined for each event. The start point was 10-30 s (about 20% of the

total window length) before the first P arrival. The end was chosen as late as possible so

that the P energy on the vertical component decayed to a low level, but before the

arrival of other major phases, such as PP. For some deep-focus earthquakes, pP was

also eliminated from the window. The north-south and east-west components were

rotated to radial and transverse and tapered by a 20% cosine taper before transforming

them into the frequency domain. The radial and transverse receiver functions were

obtained by dividing the spectrum of the radial and transverse component, respectively,

by the spectrum of the vertical component, and then transformed back to the time

domain. The deconvolution procedure is similar to that described by Ammon [1992]. To

assure stability of the deconvolution, one generally sets two parameters that smooth the

waveforms: a "water level" parameter w and a low-pass Gaussian filter parameter g. In
this study we set w to be an average of the vertical-component spectral amplitude

between 5-6 Hz, resulting in w-values between io to 10-8. The g-value was 10. These

parameters gave the high-end corner frequency of about 2 Hz. At the low-frequency

end, the stability was controlled by a high-pass filter with a corner at 0.02 Hz. For good

high-frequency events the derived receiver functions are broadband from 0.02 Hz up to

about 2 Hz. The deconvolutions for events that did not produce strong high-frequency

energy are generally noisy at the highest frequencies, but these were subsequently low-

pass filtered into bands suitable for modeling as discussed below. In this study we
consider only the radial receiver functions because they are generally much more stable



TABLE 1. Parameters for events recorded at COR.

Event
#

Date Time
(h:m:s)

Lat.

(°)

Lon.

(°)

Depth
(km)

m M A

(°)

BAZ

(°)

Code"2

01 19900620 21:00:10.0 36.96N 49.41E 19 6.4 7.7 98.2 6 I
44 19920720 07:46:47.8 78.69N 5.O1E 10 5.4 6.6 53.3 11 III
02 19900530 10:40:06.1 45.84N 26.67E 89 6.7 85.8 21 I
04 19920525 16:55:05.1 19.62N 77.82W 33 6.0 7.0 45.1 108 I
51 19921018 15:11:59.0 7.07N 76.87W 10 6.7 7.2 55.0 119 I

50 19921017 08:32:39.8 6.84N 76.87W 10 6.2 6.6 55.1 119 I
06 19910422 21:56:51.8 9.69N 83.07W 10 6.3 7.6 49.2 123 I
08 19900325 13:22:55.6 9.92N 84.81W 22 6.2 7.0 47.9 124 I

09 19900508 00:01:40.0 6.91N 82.62W 10 6.2 6.3 51.6 124. I

11 19901017 14:30:13.1 10.97S 70.78W 599 6.7 73.0 125 III
13 19910524 20:50:55.8 16.51S 70.70W 128 6.3 77.6 129 III
14 19910623 21:22:28.9 26.80S 63.35W 558 6.4 89.9 129 I
15 19900821 14:13:04.8 27.49S 104.27W 11 6.0 5.3 74.1 163 I
16 19910903 11:56:16.3 17.84S 116.03W 10 5.8 5.8 62.8 172
18 19920512 18:05:44.9 16.52S 172.33W 33 6.3 6.7 75.4 228 I
19 19910609 07:45:02.1 20.25S 176.22W 266 6.1 80.8 229 I
39 19920711 10:44:20.5 22.31S 178.51W 381 6.1 83.5 230 I
48 19900303 12:16:28.0 22.12S 175.16E 33 6.3 7.4 87.1 235 I

23 19900812 21:25:22.0 19.44S 169.13E 140 6.3 88.7 241 I

49 19921017 02:51:54.3 19.13S 169.43E 33 5.7 6.5 88.1 241 I
46 19921011 19:24:15.5 19.08S 168.91E 33 6.6 6.9 88.4 241 I
24 19900727 12:37:59.5 15.36S 167.46E 126 6.4 86.7 245 III
25 19910814 19:15:06.6 13.55S 167.57E 33 6.0 6.6 85.3 246 III
26 19920527 05:13:42.9 10.59S 165.27E 33 6.0 7.0 84.5 249 I
573 19910209 16:18:58.4 9.93S 159.14E 10 6.4 6.9 88.3 254
27 19911014 15:58:14.1 9.09S 158.47E 33 6.2 7.1 88.1 255 I

28 19901230 19:14:18.9 5.1OS 150.97E 179 6.6 90.6 263 I
29 19900405 21:12:35.6 15.13N 147.60E 11 6.6 7.5 78.8 280 I
43 19920718 08:36:59.2 39.38N 143.39E 33 5.9 6.8 65.6 302 II
30 19920313 16:01:03.3 52.74N 178.89W 181 6.2 36.8 303 III
32 19901106 20:14:29.7 53.45N 169.87E 25 6.3 7.0 43.0 307 III
41 19920713 15:34:05.5 51.16N 157.68E 54 5.7 51.0 307 III
33 19900512 04:50:08.7 49.04N 141.85E 606 6.5 60.6 311 I
34 19910221 02:35:34.0 58.43N 175.45W 20 6.2 6.5 34.2 313 III
35 19910308 11:36:28.4 60.90N 167.02E 13 6.4 6.6 42.8 318 I
45 19920819 02:04:36.9 42.1ON 73.54E 24 6.8 7.5 92.4 348 I
36 19910714 09:09:11.9 36.33N 71.12E 213 6.4 98.0 348 I

1) I: both low-pass 0.2 and 0.5 Hz data were used.
II: only low-pass 0.2 Hz data were used.
III: only low-pass 0.5 Hz data were used.

2) Events in each of the following groups were stacked: 50 and 51; 06, 08 and 09; 11 and 13;
18, 19and39; 23 and46; 24and25; 32and4l; 45and36.

3) Event was also used for station SIU.
4) Event was also used for station CHE.
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Figure 3.4. The distribution of earthquakes used in this study.



than the transverse functions.

We tested the stability of the deconvolution procedure in different frequency

bands by comparing receiver functions for two events with similar locations (Figure

3.5). These are some of the best recorded events and we see consistency of the

waveforms even at frequencies as high as 2 Hz. Most events with mb>6 appear to

produce stable results at frequencies lower than 1 Hz. The broadband data are

dominated by high-frequency energy, indicating multiple sharp impedance

discontinuities, and the signal from the slab (phase conversions at the subducted oceanic

Moho) is not readily apparent. The character of the traces changes as they are low-pass

filtered with a progressively lower cutoff, indicating variable gradients in the structure

above the slab. The slab signal becomes dominant at lower frequencies, with the

prominent phases identified as Ps (7 s after Pp) and PpPms (16-19 s after Pp). These

identifications will become apparent in the subsequent figures.

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the observed receiver functions plotted as a function of

azimuth of the incident waves for frequencies below 0.5 Hz and 0.2 Hz, respectively.

Below frequencies of about 0.5 Hz, the data show sufficient coherence that they can be

modeled using relatively simple crustal models parameterized by planar interfaces. We

concentrate our modeling on the low-frequency data (low-pass cut-off of 0.2 Hz) where

the slab signal overwhelms other crustal contributions. Because of the large sampling

volume by the reflected phases (Figure 3.2) modeling procedures based on

homogeneous layers and planar interfaces are not adequate for frequencies higher than

0.5 Hz.

3.4 Single-station receiver function Modeling

3.4.1 Station COR

The structure beneath the station is inferred from the observed receiver functions

by comparison with theoretical receiver functions for a model structure. The model

structure is adjusted until the predicted receiver functions match the observed. The

theoretical receiver functions are calculated using a raytracing procedure developed by
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Figure 3.5. Example of the radial receiver functions for events 11 (thick line) and 13
(thin line) shown in Figure 3.4. The top traces are broadband; the traces below are low-
pass filtrations with a progressively lower cutoff (2.0, 1.0, 0.5, and 0.2 Hz). The filter
used is a zero-phase, 3-pole Butterworth. The pulse at t=0 is Pp, followed by other
converted phases and reverberations. The broadband data are dominated by high-
frequency energy, indicating strong heterogeneity at short wavelengths. The Ps
conversion from oceanic Moho (7 s after Pp) dominates the signal at low frequencies.
These two events are from a similar epicentral region and show very good coherence
across the frequency band, indicating stability of the deconvolution procedure.
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Figure 3.6. The observed radial receiver functions for station COR (low-pass 0.5 Hz)
plotted as a function of the event azimuth. In the time frame of 0 to 20 s the data show
good coherence.
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Figure 3.7. The observed radial receiver functions for station COR (low-pass 0.2 Hz)
plotted as a function of event azimuth. In the time frame of 0 to 25 s the data show very
good coherence. In this frequency range simple models should be adequate. The large
positive arrival about 6-7 s after Pp is identified as Ps from the oceanic Moho, while the
positive arrival at 16-19 s corresponds to PpPms. The rather large negative arrivals at
about 5 and 15 s seem to indicate the presence of a deep-seated low-velocity layer.
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Owens [1984] following the theoretical development of Lan gston [1 977b]. The

procedure is relatively simple and allows only a class of models for which the medium

within the layers is homogeneous and the interfaces, although allowed to dip in

arbitrary direction, must be planar.

A comparison of the observed waveforms shown in Figure 3.7 with the

theoretical seismograms shown in Figure 3.3 shows that at low frequencies the

character of the observations is quite well represented by such very simple model. We

therefore start modeling the observations with this simple parameterization of the

structure. The parameters that specify this structural model are the dip angle and strike

of the dipping interface, its depth beneath the station, and the medium compressional

and shear velocities and densities. In this model the continental and oceanic crusts are

lumped into one, and are represented by the material above the interface. The material

beneath the interface represents the mantle of the subducted oceanic lithosphere. For the

purposes of the presentation, we will refer to this interface as Moho. The dominant

phases for this structure are Ps and PpPms (Figure 3.3). Modeling of these phases will

give us a rough estimate of the structural parameters. We can then refine the estimates

by adding complexity to this model as required by the data and by providing constraints

from other geophysical observations.

One of the easiest parameters to estimate is the azimuth of the dip direction of

the interface. Figure 3.3 shows that the character of the receiver functions is very

sensitive to the relative azimuth between the dip direction and the angle of the incident

waves. A rough estimate of the dip azimuth can be made by sliding Figure 3.3 over

Figure 3.7. A more detailed analysis, which takes into account precise angular

relationships for each receiver function, indicates that the slab beneath Corvallis dips

along an azimuth of 90°-100°. We assume 90° in all subsequent calculations.

Next we investigate what the receiver function waveforms indicate about the

steepness of the interface. Figure 3.8 shows how the waveforms vary for three different

dip angles: 10°, 15°, and 20°. Focusing on the azimuthal variations in amplitude and

timing of the major phases of the observed records (also shown in Figure 3.8), we see

that on average a dip of l0°-15° fits the best.

The relative arrival times between Pp and Ps, and Pp and PpPms, and their

azimuthal variation (3 observables) is controlled by four parameters: the depth of the

interface, its dip, and the crustal compressional and shear velocities. We therefore

cannot determine all four of them from these observations alone. Fortunately, the

average crustal compressional velocity is quite well known from the recent refraction
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experiments [Tréhu et al., 1994]; a value of 6.5 km/s appears to be well resolved.

Assuming this value, we can solve for the depth, dip, and shear velocity (i.e., Poisson's

ratio).

Figure 3.9 shows how these values are resolved by the observed data. The figure

shows observed traces from four different azimuths that are compared to the theoretical

waveforms for combinations of three different values of dip and four different values of

Poisson's ratio. The depth of Moho for each set of theoretical traces was adjusted so that

theoretical Ps arrives at the time of observed Ps. We notice, that PpPms arrives

approximately on time only for dips between 10°-15° and Poisson's ratios of 0.31-0.33.

The best fit is obtained for the dip of 100 and Poisson's ratio of 0.33. For these values,

the depth of Moho is about 41 km. The high value of Poisson's ratio is interesting

because, together with the rather high average compressional velocity determined from

the refraction data, it implies that nearly the entire crust beneath Corvallis is probably

composed of ultramafic/gabbroic material [Holbrook et al., 1992]. The nominal

uncertainty in the depth estimate is ± 1.7 km, reflecting the precision with which the

relative timing of Pp and Ps can be determined. As was said before, the estimated depth

depends on the assumed compressional velocity in the crust (ac). Because a was taken

from an independent study, we have also calculated how the estimates of the Moho

depth and Poisson's ration would change if a was different. A conversion to other

values of acan be easily made using Figure 3.10.

We refine our structural model by including a multi-layered upper crust based

on the refraction results published by Tréhu et al. [1994]. This allows us to focus on the

lower crust and the interface between the subducting and overriding plates. Our final

model, shown in Figure 3.11, has a 6-km-thick low-velocity layer paralleling the

oceanic Moho. The thickness and velocity of this layer indicate that it might be the

subducted oceanic crust. The top interface of this low-velocity zone is at approximately

the same depth as the deep reflecting surface imaged by COCORP in this region

[Keach, 1986].

Figure 3.12 shows the fit to the data without the low-velocity layer. We see that

the amplitude of the converted phases is substantially lower than actually seen. For this

model, the impedance contrast between the oceanic mantle and the overlying crust is

too low. One could increase the mantle velocity, but the required values would be

beyond the range typically found in the mantle. By adding a low velocity layer above

the Moho (Figure 3.13), the amplitude match for the main phases improves

substantially. Figure 3.14 shows the theoretical receiver functions for the final model in
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Figure 3.9. Effect of the Moho dip and Poisson's ratio on the receiver functions for four
representative azimuths. The compressional velocity is 6.5 kmls, and the Moho depth
for each case was adjusted so that the theoretical Ps would arrive at the time of the
observed Ps. For this crustal compressional velocity the best fitting Poisson's ratio is
0.33, and the dip is 10°-15°.
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structure and the average Poissons ratio in the crust.
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the same form as the observations shown in Figure 3.6. Although our modeling did not

explicitly involve the higher frequency receiver functions, we have also calculated the

theoretical waveforms for the final model for the frequency band shown in Figure 3.7.

The higher frequency theoretical waveforms (Figure 3.15) predict the character of the

observations surprisingly well. We feel that this model matches the data as well as can

be expected for the class of structures we can model using our modeling technique.

Some improvement could be clearly achieved by changing the dip of the structure near

the surface. Such changes are, however, difficult to properly implement into the

modeling code and would not significantly alter the fundamental conclusions we have

derived.

3.4.2 Station CHE and SIU

Unfortunately the data from CHE and SIU are inadequate for a detailed analysis

(Figure 3.16). The reason is two fold. The time over which these stations operated was

too short to collect enough data and the stations were run with low-gain settings for

which the amplifiers in the recording package are noisy at low frequencies.

Nevertheless, we can draw some very uncertain conclusions based on a comparison of

the few available records with those recorded in Corvallis. Such comparison indicates

that Ps and PpPms at CHE arrive later than at COR, indicating a deeper depth of the

Moho interface. If we assume the same average crustal compressional wave velocities

as for COR, the observed arrival times imply the Moho depth of about 47-50 km under

CHE. On the other hand, the records from SIU do not seem to differ significantly from

the COR records, indicating a similar Moho depth. CHE is about 25 km further inland

from the deformation front than COR (Figure 3.1). The increase in the Moho depth is

consistent with the slab dip of about 150.
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detailed modeling of these data. Assuming the same average crustal velocities as for
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3.5 Summary and conclusions

The basic observations presented in this study are very similar to those reported

by Langston [1977a]. Most of the differences in the derived model parameters and

geological interpretation appear to be a result of the much different upper-crust structure

assumed in the two studies. Our principal findings are as follows. At low-frequencies,

the receiver functions recorded at Corvallis are dominated by conversions associated

with Moho of the subducted Juan de Fuca plate. At frequencies below 0.2 Hz the data

are well matched by a model with a homogeneous crust and mantle separated by a

planar dipping interface (oceanic Moho). The depth of this interface beneath Corvallis

is about 40-43 km assuming an average compressional velocity of 6.5 km/s in the crust.

Tréhu et al. [19941 report a 48-50 km depth for the oceanic Moho in this region from

wide-angle reflection data. This discrepancy can be due to lateral variability of this

interface, which was observed in Tréhu et al's [1994] study. There is also a possibility

that the interface is gradational and the long-period, receiver-function estimate

represents an "average" depth, which may be different from the turning point depth of

the high-frequency, wide-angle reflections.

The view of the lower crust offered by the refraction and receiver function

studies is clearly different. Large amplitudes of the observed converted phases (Ps and

PpPms) require large impedance contrast at the crust-mantle boundary [see also

Langston, 1977a]. Incorporating Tréhu et al. [1994] refraction model for the Corvallis

region, which has a well-resolved upper crust and a compressional-wave velocity of 7.1

km/s in the middle and lower crust, requires introduction of an approximately 6-km-

thick low-velocity zone (cc 6.5 kmls) immediately above Moho. This low velocity

zone, possibly representing the subducted oceanic crust, is suggested by the refraction

data and is required by the receiver function analysis if >7 km/s compressional mid-

crustal velocities are present beneath Corvallis. The top interface of this low-velocity

zone is at approximately the same depth as the deep reflecting zone imaged by

COCORP in this region [Keach, 1986]. It is possible that this high-frequency

reflectivity zone is a result of mylonization due to intense shearing associated with the

subduction decollement.

Our estimate of the average dip of oceanic Moho is 10°-15°. This is half as

much as predicted by Crosson and Owens [1987] or Weaver and Baker [1988] by

extrapolating the arch-shaped subducted plate geometry from northwestern Washington



or the estimate made by Langston [1977a]. The dip found here, however, agrees with

that found north of Corvallis by Tréhu et al. [1994] and with preliminary results of the

array receiver function study south of Corvallis [Náblek etal., 1993a,b]. This dip is

similar to the dip of the subducted plate beneath the Olympic Mountains, which may

indicate either that the arch curvature is smaller than suggested by Crosson and Owens

[1987] or that there is an opposing kink or a tear in the subducted plate north of CHE,

the northernmost station used in this study. However, there does not seem to be

evidence for such a kink in available data.

The average Poisson's ratio of the crust is 0.3 1-0.33. This is a well-determined

measurement and confirms the key result reported by Langston [1977a]. This Poisson's

ratio indicates that nearly entire crust beneath Corvallis and west of Corvallis beneath

the Coast Range is composed of ultramafic material [Holbrook et al., 1992]. Tréhu et

al. [1994] suggest that much of this crustal section is composed of an accreted oceanic

crust of thickness comparable to that of oceanic plateaus and may have similar origin.

Corvallis receiver function data do not indicate a continental Moho at a shallower depth

as determined by Berg et al. [1966].
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Modeling the structure of the Cascadia subduction zone
using the receiver functions from a broadband

seismometer array

4.1 Introduction

From April 1993 to April 1994, we deployed and operated a linear broadband

seismometer array in Oregon to record teleseismic earthquakes around the globe. The

experiment is called TORTISS (The ORegon Teleseismic Imaging of Subducting Slab).

The primary goal of the experiment is to produce a high-resolution image of the Cascadia

subduction zone using receiver function techniques. The array started from the coast at

Waldport, Oregon, extended eastward across the Coast Range, Willamette Valley and

WesternfHigh Cascades, and ended in the Ochoco Mountains of Central Oregon (Fig.

4.1). The array is about 300 km long with a station spacing of 4 km, and 8 km spacing

for the eastemmost part of the array. The instruments were from the IRIS PASSCAL

program; each station was equipped with one REFTEK digital recording unit and a 3-

component broad band seismometer. The seismometer was either a Guralp-ESP or a

STS-2. All stations were programmed to record ground velocity continuously in two data

streams: one with 20 sps (samples per second) and another with 1 sps. For the 20 sps

data stream, the station equipped with a Guralp-ESP seismometer has a flat ground

velocity response from 0.03 to 10 Hz. STS-2-equipped station has a flat response from

0.01 to 10 Hz. Thus, both types of stations are capable of recording seismic waves in a

broad frequency range.

The experiment was conducted over two time intervals. From April to November

1993, 44 instruments were deployed from the coast to the north of Redmond in Central

Oregon (the filled triangles in Fig. 4.1). Because this array was operated in 1993, we will

refer to it as TORTISS-93. In October, some stations were moved from the western part

of the array to the WesternlHigh Cascades in order to increase the station density in this

8-km-spacing segment of the array (sites marked by crosses), so a total of 54 sites were



actually occupied in TORTISS-93. The second phase of the experiment was from

February to April of 1994, in which 15 stations (the filled circles in Fig. 4.1) were set up

to extend TORTISS-93 farther east. We will refer to these 15 stations as TORTISS-94.

Both arrays recorded many regional and teleseismic earthquakes. In this study,

we are interested in the records of large teleseismic earthquakes which are suitable for

receiver function analysis. We will use the receiver functions derived from this

experiment to model the structure of the Cascadia subduction zone beneath the array.

Although a high-resolution image of the Cascadia subduction zone can be obtained from

these receiver functions, in this study we focus our modeling on major features present in

the low frequency receiver functions. For the prominent arrival patterns in the low

frequency receiver functions, we can use simple 2-d models and employ simple modeling

techniques such as planar-interface ray tracing to model them. The goal of modeling these

major arrivals is to constrain a structural framework for the Cascadia subduction zone.

In section 4.2, we describe the procedure of constructing receiver functions from

teleseismic earthquakes recorded by the arrays. The receiver functions in various

frequency bands were examined, and the frequency band in which the receiver functions

have a high signal-to-noise ratio and exhibit simple prominent patterns of arrivals were

selected for modeling. In section 4.3 these selected receiver functions were modeled for

2-d structures beneath the array. We divided the receiver functions into segments and

concentrated the modeling on the structures beneath two regions: the Coast Range and the

WesternfHigh Cascades. The structure beneath the Coast Range is relatively simple since

only subducting Juan de Fuca (JdF) plate is present; modeling the receiver functions

constrain the geometry of the JdF plate as well as the average Poisson's ratio for the crust

above. The structure beneath the WesternfHigh Cascades is complicated by the presence

of both the North America (NA) continental Moho and JdF Moho. Modeling the data

constrains the geometries for both Mohos as well as the average Poisson's ratio for the

NA crust beneath Central Oregon and for the overriding NA mantle wedge beneath

Western/high Cascades. Finally, based on the modeling in section 4.3, a comprehensive

discussion about the structural framework of the Cascadia subduction zone is presented in

section 4.4.
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4.2 Data and data processing

The TORTISS experiment has recorded more than 100 teleseismic earthquakes

with a magnitude greater than 6.0. Among these large earthquakes, 14 events (11

recorded by TORTISS-93 and 3 recorded by TORTISS-94) were found to have a high

signal-to-noise ratio for both radial- and vertical-component P waves, and thus were

suitable for the receiver function analysis. These events are listed in Table 2, and their

azimuthal distribution is shown in Fig. 4.2. For the east-dipping JdF plate beneath the

array, the seismic rays from these events travel up-dip (events: 0 1-06), down-dip (events:

07-13), and along the strike (event: 14) of the plate, imaging the Cascadia subduction

zone from various back-azimuths.

For a particular event, we perform the deconvolution in frequency domain on each

station. We use a deconvolution procedure similar to that of Chapter 3 with some changes

discussed below. We set the "water level" parameter w to iO-5 for all events. The "water

level" stabilizes the deconvolution. It affects the deconvolved results in a way similar to a

zero-phase low-pass filter. The corner of this low-pass filter shifts towards higher

frequencies if we lower the value of w . The deconvolutions in Chapter 3 indicate that for

most large teleseismic earthquakes, a value of iO for w results a corner at 2 Hz. The

parameter g for the zero-phase low-pass Gaussian filter was set to be 10 which has a

corner at 2 Hz. By using such settings, the deconvolved traces have a broad frequency

band (-0.0 1-2 Hz) in which little effects of water leveling and low-pass Gaussian

filtering are present. For this reason, we did not normalize the amplitudes of the receiver

functions as suggested by Ammon [1992] because the normalization was aimed to

compensate for the effects of water leveling and low-pass Gaussian filtering. We

subsequently bandpass filtered the broad band receiver functions with a 3-pole zero-phase

Butterworth filter into 4 frequency bands: 0.033-1 Hz, 0.033-0.5 Hz, 0.033-0.2 Hz, and

0.033-0.1 Hz. For simplicity, we will refer to the data in these four frequency bands as

1, 0.5, 0.2 and 0.1 Hz data.

We examined the receiver functions in these 4 frequency bands derived from these

14 events. The data show variations as their frequency content changes; for frequencies

lower than 0.5 Hz, prominent patterns of arrivals emerge in the receiver functions.

These patterns show azimuthal variations and can be grouped into two categories: receiver

functions from earthquakes in a back-azimuth range of 230°-300° are mutually similar,

and are different from those around 130° back-azimuth. In Fig. 4.3 and 4.4, we show the

receiver functions derived from the earthquakes in these two groups of back-azimuths.



The receiver functions shown here were derived from earthquakes clustered in two areas:

a region near New freland (BAZ=-262° and A-89°) and a region in Mexico

(BAZ=- 130° and A=-40°). The panels in Fig. 4.3 are the receiver functions composed

from New Ireland (event 10) and Vanuatu (event 09) earthquakes, and those in Fig. 4.4

are composed from five Mexico earthquakes (events 01, 03-06). For each station,

receiver functions from earthquakes with similar locations were stacked. On the other

hand, if earthquakes with similar locations were recorded by both arrays, the receiver

functions from two arrays were put together to form a single profile. In both Fig. 4.3 and

4.4, the panel at the upper left shows the receiver function for the 1 Hz frequency band;

upper right panel shows 0.5 Hz; lower left, 0.2 Hz; and lower right, 0.1 Hz. Each trace

in these panels is the receiver function for one station and is lined up according to the

station's location. The x-axis represents the distance from the coast; the y-axis is the

travel time with respect to the direct P arrival time.

In Fig. 4.3, the characteristics of the receiver functions from New Ireland-

Vanuatu events change as they are low-pass filtered. In 1 Hz receiver functions (upper

left panel), it is difficult to recognize any pronounced pattern of arrivals. However, in 0.5

Hz receiver functions (upper right panel), two patterns of arrivals start to emerge: a

dipping pattern of arrivals from km 0 to -240 and a horizontal pattern of arrivals from km

-160 to -300. These patterns are more prominent in the 0.2 and 0.1 Hz data (two lower

panels, Fig. 4.3). These patterns suggest that there is a dipping structure beneath the

western part and a horizontal structure beneath the eastern part of the array. The dipping

arrivals as seen in the western part of the array are attributed to the JdF plate and the

horizontal arrivals in the eastern part of the array are attributed to the NA Moho. The

patterns of the receiver functions shown in this figure are very typical for the events with

a back-azimuth range of 230°-300° (events 07-13), representing the characteristics of the

receiver functions with seismic rays traveling down-dip the JdF plate. When we identify

these phases in the next section, we will see that the arrivals in these receiver functions

are multiple reverberations from the JdF and NA Mohos.

In Fig. 4.4, the characteristics of the receiver functions from Mexico earthquakes

also change as we low-pass filter the receiver functions. This time, however, prominent

patterns of arrivals can be observed even in 1 Hz receiver functions (upper left panel). As

we lower the high frequency contents of the receiver functions, more arrivals emerge.

When we identify these phases in the next section, we will see that the prominent arrivals

in 1 Hz data are primary Ps phases (direct P-to-S conversions from the JdF and NA

Mohos) while emerged arrivals in 0.5 and 0.2 Hz receiver functions are multiples. The

highest frequency at which multiples start to emerge is -0.5 Hz for this example, which is



consistent with the receiver functions in Fig. 4.3.

As we discussed in the previous Chapter, the signal from the JdF Moho

overwhelms other crustal contributions in low-frequency receiver functions. This is

demonstrated again in the Fig. 4.3 and 4.4. In both figures, simple patterns of arrivals,

which are presumably attributed to the JdF and NA Mohos, dominate the low-frequency

data (lower than 0.5 Hz). This suggests that we can use relatively simple models to model

these data for the structural framework of the Cascadia subduction zone.

Table 2. List of the parameters for the earthquakes used in receiver function analysis.

No. Date Time Lat.
(°)

Lon.
(°)

Dep.
(km)

1

(°)

Baz

(°)

Mag.2 Region Recording Array

01 94/03/14 20:51:26.4 15.928N 92.437W 181 38.7 127.9 6.2 Mexico TORTISS-94

02 93/05/24 23:51:28.3 22.960S 66.440W 238 84.9 129.2 6.6 Argentina TORTISS-93

03 93/09/03 12:35:02.0 14.627N 92.865W 33 39.5 129.6 6.7 Mexico TORTISS-93

04 93/09/19 14:10:59.4 14.545N 93.284W 33 39.4 130.2 6.3 Mexico TORTISS-93

05 93/10/24 07:52:17.6 16.858N 98.604W 33 34.6 135.3 6.6 Mexico TORTISS-93

06 93/09/30 18:27:54.3 15.666N 94.681W 33 37.7 131.0 6.3 Mexico TORTISS-93

07 93/08/07 17:53:27.3 23.904N 179.793E 560 85.9 230.2 6.9 Fiji TORTISS-93

08 94/03/09 23:28:08.0 17.661S 178.518W 563 80.0 232.6 6.6 Fiji TORTISS-94

09 94/02/12 17:58:24.8 20.659S 169.370E 33 89.5 239.7 7.2 Vanuatu TORTISS-94

10 93/09/06 03:55:58.0 4.650S 153.253E 33 88.5 262.1 6.6 New beland TORTISS-93

11 93/08/11 14:17:42.0 13.122N 145.626E 60 81.6 280.1 6.2 Mañana TORTISS-93

12 93/10/11 15:54:22.3 31.987N 137.890E 365 73.9 299.1 6.8 Japan TORTISS-93

13 93/05/18 10:19:39.1 19.814N 122.418E 186 92.3 300.7 6.5 Philippine TORTISS-93

14 93/08/09 12:42:50.0 36.348N 70.840E 233 98.4 348.4 6.9 Afghanistan TORTISS-93

1. Epicentral distance (A) and back azimath (Bar) are with respect to station COR.

2. Magnitude is the largest of Mb, M5 or M.
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Figure 4.2. Distribution of the earthquakes that recorded by the TORTISS arrays and
produced good receiver functions. Filled circles are the events recorded by TORTISS-93
and filled squares are recorded by TORTISS-94. The data from New Ireland, Vanuatu
Islands and Mexico events are shown in Fig. 4.3 and 4.4.
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4.3. Modeling

4.3.1 Introduction

We use the ray-tracing code described in Chapter 3 to model the receiver

functions. We model the data by segments. Segmentation of the receiver functions for

modeling is based on the patterns of arrivals in the receiver functions, as well as on

geological boundaries. The dipping arrivals in Fig. 4.3 and 4.4 are attributed to the JdF

Moho and the horizontal arrivals are attributed to the NA Moho. Therefore, our modeling

is targeted at determining the geometry of these two Mohos as well as the average

Poisson's ratios for the crusts above the Mohos. In Fig. 4.3 and 4.4, it can be further

observed that, beneath the Coast Range (km 0 to 67), only dipping arrivals are present.

These dipping arrivals are modeled for the geometry of the JdF plate beneath the Coast

Range. East of km 67, both dipping and horizontal arrivals are present in the data,

indicating the structure beneath the Willamette Valley, Western/High Cascades involving

both JdF and NA Mohos. In our ray-tracing code, it is very difficult to parameterize a

model in which two interfaces meet, which is the case for NA and JdF Mohos beneath the

Willamette Valley. So, we concentrate on modeling the structure beneath the

Western/High Cascades where two Mohos have a large depth separation that can be

parameterized in the model. Because there are two Mohos beneath the Western/High

Cascades, we model the data in two steps. In the first step, we determine the depth of the

NA Moho and the average Poisson's ratio for the crust above the NA Moho by modeling

the horizontal arrivals. These results then are used in the second step of modeling in

which the dipping arrivals are modeled for the geometry of the JdF plate. From this

modeling, a 2-D geometry of the Cascadia subduction zone can be mapped out from the

coast to the central Oregon. Finally, we discuss the maximum depth up to which the JdF

plate can be imaged by our data and the possible geometry for the JdF plate beyond that

depth.
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4.3.2 Identifications of major phases in receiver functions

In Fig. 4.5 a, b and c, we show the synthetic receiver functions computed for a

model (Md) with only one dipping interface, representing the JdF Moho, and a model

(Mh) with only one horizontal interface, representing the NA Moho. The parameters for

models Md and Mh are shown in Fig. 4.6. The synthetic and observed receiver functions

are shown in the bottom and top panels of Fig. 4.5, respectively. The synthetics from km

0 to 236 were computed for model Md, and from km 252 to 300 for model Mh. Two

back-azimuths shown in Fig. 4.3 and 4.4 (New Ireland-Vanuatu and Mexico

earthquakes) were computed. For the dipping interface model Md, seismic rays from

New Ireland-Vanuatu events travel down-dip of the interface, while those from Mexico

events travel up-dip. Such a combination of source-receiver configurations maximizes the

difference in the receiver functions due to the dip of the interface. For the horizontal

interface model Mh, the seismic rays are independent of event back-azimuths, so the

differences in the receiver functions from these two back-azimuths are due to the

differences of the events' epicentral distances.

The phases with large amplitudes from these two simple models are marked in

Fig. 4.5. Their paths are shown in Fig. 4.6. These phases are well matched by the

arrivals in the observed receiver functions, suggesting that we should be able to model

these data using such simple models.

For the dipping interface model Md, the large phases in synthetic receiver

functions from down-dip rays are the PpPms and PpSms (Fig. 4.5a), which are well

observed in New Ireland-Vanuatu data. These phases can be traced from km 0 to 232.

The primary arrivals, the Ps phases, are very small for this back-azimuth, which is

consistent with the synthetics. The small Ps and large multiples (PpPms and PpSms) are

a property of rays traveling down-dip a dipping interface (see also Fig. 3.3). In contrast

to the New Ireland-Vanuatu events, the Ps phases are very prominent in the Mexico

events which can be traced from km 0 to 110 (Fig. 4.Sb); again, this is a property of

rays traveling up-dip a dipping interface. The PpPms and PpSms can also be identified in

the Mexico receiver functions; they are more obvious in the 0.2 Hz band as shown in Fig.

4.5c, in this figure, we can trace the PpSms continuously from km 0 to 176.

For the horizontal interface model Mh, the Ps phases in New Ireland-Vanuatu

events are small (right side in the panels of Fig. 4.5a). This is partly due to the large

epicentral distance (A=89°) of the earthquakes. This amplitude/epicentral distance

relationship can be easily understood because the amplitude of the Ps phase increases as
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panel are shown in Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.5b. Observed (top panel) and synthetic (bottom panel) receiver functions for the
Mexico earthquakes in 0.5 Hz frequency band. Synthetics were computed for the same
models as in Fig. 4.5a.
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the incident angle of impinging P waves increases, and the larger the epicentral distance,

the smaller the incident angle. In contrast, the small epicentral distance (A=40°)

contributes to the clear Ps arrivals in Mexico receiver functions. The PpPms is well

observed in New Ireland-Vanuatu events but not PpSms. In Fig. 4.5b, both PpPms and

PpSms from NA Moho can not be traced. However, in Fig. 4.5c, a horizontal arrival can

be identified from km 176 to 240 which might be the PpPms from NA Moho.

In summary, the major phases in the low-frequency New Ireland-Vanuatu

receiver functions (Fig. 4.5a) are multiples from the JdF and NA Mohos (PpPms and

PpSms). Direct P-to-S conversions (Ps) from both Mohos are not observable from these

source locations. However, the Ps from the JdF and NA Mohos are predominant in the

Mexico receiver functions (Fig. 4.5b and 4.5c). Multiples are also observed in these data,

but are more obvious in the lower frequency band (0.2 Hz, Fig. 4.5c).

4.3.3 Modeling the JdF Moho beneath the Coast Range

In this section, we model the 0.2 Hz New Ireland and 0.5 Hz Mexico receiver

functions for the geometry of JdF Moho beneath the Coast Range and the average

Poisson's ratio for the crust above the Moho. The seismic rays from these two back-

azimuths travel down- and up-dip the subducting JdF plate, and thus are ideal for

constraining the dipping geometry of the JdF Moho. On the other hand, constraining the

average Poisson's ratio for the crust above the Moho requires that both P- and S-wave

type rays sample the same volume of the crust above the Moho. For this reason, we

concentrate on modeling PpPms and PpSms phases from New Ireland, and Ps from

Mexico. As discussed below, these phases sample roughly the same volume of crust

beneath the array, though they are from two different back-azimuths. The New Ireland

earthquake was located nearly due west (BAZ=-262°, Fig. 4.2) of the east-west oriented

TORTISS-93 array. Since the JdF Moho is dipping to the east, PpPms and PpSms

phases from this event sampled an east-west 2-d crustal section beneath the array. The

Mexico earthquakes, on the other hand, were located southeast of the array (BAZ= 1300,

Fig. 4.2). The paths of Ps phases from these events are nearly directly beneath the

stations (see (c) of Fig. 4.6), so they sampled roughly the same volume of crust as the

PpPms and PpSms phases from New Ireland but are shifted down-dip (see Fig. 4.6). To

correct for these sampling volume shifts, we use stations from km 0 to 64 for Mexico



earthquakes and those from km 0 to 90 for the New Ireland earthquake.

All models consist of one layer over a half space, with an east-dipping interface.

The interface simulates the JdF Moho beneath the Coast Range. The P-wave velocity for

the medium above and below the interface were fixed at 6.5 and 8.1 km/s, respectively.

The average P-wave velocity of 6.5 km/s assumed for the crust above the Moho in the

Coast Range is consistent with a reflection/refraction survey conducted at the eastern edge

of the Coast Range [Trehu et al., 1994]. The P-wave velocity of 8.1 km/s is an average

value for oceanic upper mantle [see, for example, Hill, 1957; Raitt, 1963; Christensen

and Smewing, 1981]. The Poisson's ratio for the medium below the Moho is fixed at

0.25. The strike of the interface is set to 0° from north; this assumption is based on the

single-station receiver function analysis (Chapter 3 of this thesis), which has a better

event azimuth coverage and found no significant deviation of the slab's strike from the

north. The parameters that we are striving to constrain are the dip angle and depth of the

JdF Moho as well as the Poisson's ratio for the crust above the Moho. The modeling is

done by comparing the observations with synthetic receiver functions computed for a set

of models in which the dip and depth of the interface as well as the Poisson's ratio of the

medium above the interface are varied.

When sweeping the model space, we found the dip of the interface can be

constrained very effectively by the amplitudes of PpSms arrivals and the moveout of

PpPms and PpSms phases in the New Ireland receiver functions. In Fig. 4.7, we show

synthetics for a set of models in which the dip angle of the interface is varied from 0° to

70°. Two back-azimuths (90° and 270°) were computed. For a 270° back-azimuth (down-

dip rays), the amplitudes of PpSms arrivals become very small around dip angles of -12°

to -19°. Because the PpSms phases were well-observed negative arrivals in New Ireland

event (Fig. 4.5a), this amplitude node of PpSms allows us to determine an upper

boundary to the dip angle for the JdF Moho beneath the Coast Range. This upper limit is

-12° . The best fitting dip angle of 11° was obtained by further modeling the moveout of

the PpPms and PpSms phases in the New Ireland event.

The other two parameters that can be constrained are the depth of the JdF Moho

and the Poisson's ratio for the medium above the Moho. Again, we swept a set of models

with varying Moho depth and crustal Poisson's ratio, trying to find a best model that fits

the phases from both back-azimuths. In this round of modeling, we fixed the dip at 11° in

all models and varied the Poisson's ratio for the medium above the Moho from 0.27 to

0.37 in 0.02 increments. For each Poisson's ratio, a set of depths was tried, and a depth

was found which fits best the amplitudes and time delays of PpPms and PpSms from

New Ireland. In this way, we find six pairs of depths and Poisson's ratios which can fit
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the phases from down-dip rays. By fitting the Ps phases from up-dip rays (Mexico

receiver functions), we are able to further discriminate among these six models.

This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4.8. In this figure only three stations were

selected for the plot: the stations from the western edge, the middle, and the eastern edge

of the Coast Range. The left panels represent down-dip rays (New Ireland), and the right

panels, up-dip rays (Mexico). The two panels at the bottom have the lowest Poisson's

ratio (0.27), and at the top, the highest (0.37). The amplitudes and time delays of PpPms

and PpSms from down-dip rays can be matched for each particular Poisson's ratio by

selecting a best depth (left panels). However, the amplitudes and time delays of Ps phases

of up-dip rays (right panels) can be matched only for the models with a Poisson's ratio of

0.33±0.02. There is also a suggestion in the left panels that the fit of the amplitudes

improves for this range of Poisson's ratios. We thus determine that a Poisson's ratio of

0.33±0.02 can best match the amplitudes and arrival times for the PpPms and PpSms of

down-dip rays and for the Ps phase of up-dip rays. The depth of the Moho corresponding

to this Poisson's ratio is 30±1 km beneath the leftmost station AOl, which is located

about 3 km from the coast.

In Fig. 4.9 and 4.10, all stations in the Coast Range are shown for two Poisson's

ratios: 0.27 and 0.33. Fig. 4.9 represents down-dip rays, and Fig. 4.10, up-dip rays. In

both figures, we show the stations from km 0 to 110, but only stations from km 0 to 90

were modeled for down-dip rays and km 0 to 64 for up-dip rays. In Fig. 4.9, the time

delays of PpPms and PpSms phases for the stations from km 0 to 90 can be matched by

both models; however, the model with a Poisson's ratio of 0.33 (bottom panel) has a

better match to observed amplitude. In Fig. 4.10, the time delays of computed Ps phases

from km 0 to 64 are too small for a Poisson's ratio of 0.27 (top panel), but are right just

for a Poisson's ratio of 0.33 (bottom panel).

In the single-station receiver function modeling of Chapter 3, a low-velocity layer,

presumably the subducting oceanic crust, was needed immediately above the JdF Moho.

Including the low-velocity layer improves the match of the negative pulses immediately

preceding the down-dip PpPms phases in observed receiver functions (see Fig. 3.12 and

3.13). In Fig. 4.9, this negative pulse can be clearly seen in the observed receiver

functions from km 0 to 90. To investigate whether this arrival can be caused by other

structure than a low-velocity layer, we show the receiver functions for two multi-layer

models in Fig. 4.11 and 4.12. The model used in Fig. 4.12 is the one derived for

Corvallis in Chapter 3 (Fig. 3.11), and the model in Fig. 4.11 is the same model as in

Fig. 4.12, but without the low-velocity layer. Similar to Fig. 4.7, the synthetics were

computed for a fixed depth with various dip angles for the Moho and low-velocity layer.
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Figure 4.8. The synthetic receiver functions computed for various crustal Poisson's ratios
and Moho depths. In this and other similar figures, the observed receiver functions were
plotted as black/grey filled wiggles and synthetics were plotted as curves. The panels on
the left side are the receiver functions for New Ireland earthquake (0.2 Hz) selected from
three stations in the Coast Range and those on the right side are for Mexico earthquakes
(0.5 Hz). Model with cO.33 and h=30 km fits both data sets best.
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In Fig. 4.11, we examine the effects on receiver functions due to the structural

complexity in shallow depth. The model in Fig. 4.7 is a simple model that only has one

interface representing the JdF Moho. It is an over-simplified model for the structure

beneath the Coast Range. A more realistic model should also include a shallow structure.

The synthetics based on such a model are shown in Fig. 4.11. In this model, the shallow

structure has a sharp interface at 5 km depth, a positive velocity gradient from 5 to 25 km

depth (assumed throughout this thesis, z-axis is positive downward) is also included (see

Fig. 3.11). The multiples from the 5-km deep interface can be observed in Fig. 4.11

immediately following the Pp phase. In addition, shallow structure also affects the

amplitudes of the arrivals from the Moho. This is because the amplitude of the Moho-

phase not only depends on the acoustic impedance contrast of the Moho but also on the

incident angle when the phase reaches the seismometer. This incident angle, however,

depends in part on the shallow structure beneath the seismometer. The effects of the

shallow structure on Moho-phase are most evident in down-dip PpPms and up-dip

PpSms; in Fig. 4.7, the amplitudes of these two phases become very small for dip angles

of the Moho larger than _200. Adding the shallow layers in the model increases this

critical angle to 25° for up-dip PpSms and 30° for down-dip PpPms (Fig. 4.11). So, it

is necessary to include the shallow structure when amplitudes are also considered in the

modeling. However, adding the complexity in the shallow structure can not produce a

negative arrival preceding the down-dip PpPms (right panel of Fig. 4.10). Because the

synthetics were computed for various Moho dips, Fig. 4.11 also suggests that change the

dip of the Moho can not produce that negative arrival.

In Fig. 4.12, we examine the effects on receiver functions due to a low-velocity

layer above the Moho. The low-velocity layer represents the oceanic crust and is 6 km

thick as we determined in Chapter 3. We formed this low-velocity layer in the model by

adding a negative-velocity-contrast interface above the Moho (see Fig. 3.11). The

synthetics based on this model are shown in Fig. 4.12. Because of the negative velocity

contrast, any arrival from the top of the low-velocity layer will have an opposite polarity

with respect to the same arrival from the bottom of the layer (Moho). Therefore, in

receiver functions, the effects of adding the low-velocity layer above the Moho is the

same as to add an arrival, with an opposite polarity and a different amplitude, in front of

each Moho-phase. In up-dip receiver functions (left panel in Fig. 4.12), the effects of the

low-velocity layer are subtle since many arrivals from the Moho have comparable

amplitudes. In down-dip receiver functions (right panel of Fig. 4.12), however, the effect

is much simpler and clearer. The change in receiver function due to the low-velocity layer

is prominent: a large negative arrival (PpPms from the top of the low-velocity layer)



immediately preceding the PpPms from the Moho. Thus a negative-velocity-contrast

interface approximately 6 km above the Moho can explain the negative arrival preceding

the down-dip PpPms.

We interpret this low-velocity layer as the subducted oceanic crust. In Chapter 3,

we showed that in order to match the amplitudes of down-dip receiver functions, a P-

wave velocity contrast of -0.7 km/s is needed for the top of the low-velocity layer if we

assume the same Poisson's ratios for the medium above and within the low-velocity

layer. Because the negative arrivals from km 0 to 90 have similar amplitudes, suggesting

the P-wave velocity contrast for the top of the low-velocity layer beneath whole Coast

Range should be around -0.7 km/s. Such a velocity contrast requires the P-wave velocity

to reach 7.2 km/s immediately above the low-velocity layer if the P-wave velocity of the

low-velocity layer is 6.5 km/s. Based on the model obtained by Trehu et al. [1994], a 7.2

km/s velocity immediately above the oceanic crust is possible beneath the east edge of the

Coast Range, but is probably impossible beneath the coast. Beneath the coast, the P-wave

velocity for the medium above the oceanic crust (low-velocity layer) is only about 6.5

km/s. Therefore the P-wave velocity at the top of the oceanic crust must be lower than 6.0

km/s in order to keep -0.7 velocity contrast. On the other hand, at the bottom of the low-

velocity layer (Moho), 6.5/8.1 is the best velocity contrast. So, some velocity gradient

within the low-velocity layer is needed beneath the coast. This feature seems to be in

consistent with Trehu et al.'s model in which the upper oceanic crust of JdF plate is

present beneath the coast. The upper oceanic crust is the top 2-km oceanic crust which

generally has a positive P-wave velocity gradient from less than 4 km/s to 6.5 km/s

[Trehu et al., 1994]. The thickness of the oceanic crust (upper and lower oceanic crust)

beneath the coast is about 10 km in Trehu et al. 's model, which is thicker than 6 km that

we obtained in Chapter 3. However, 6 km thickness is for the oceanic crust beneath

Corvallis at km 64. If we examine the time separation of negative arrival and PpPms for

each station from km 0 to 90 (lower left panel in Fig. 4.3), we notice that this time

separation decreases towards the Willamette Valley, suggesting the low-velocity layer

(JdF crust) is thicker beneath the coast than beneath the Corvallis. It is also possible that

the decreasing of the time separation towards the Willamette Valley is caused by the

complexities of the shallow structure and the geometries of JdF and NA plates beneath the

Willamette Valley.
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Figure 4.11. Sensitivity of receiver functions to dip angles of a dipping interface. This
figure is similar to Fig. 4.7 except a multi-layer model was used here. The model is the
one derived for Corvallis in previous chapter (Fig. 3.11), but the low-velocity layer
above the Moho is not included in this example. The synthetics were computed for a set
of models in which the dip angle of the Moho varies from 0° to 40°. In order to avoid
crosses among horizontal and dipping interfaces in the models, the Moho was put at a
deeper depth (80 km) beneath the station than that in Fig. 4.7.
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included in the models.



4.3.4 Modeling the NA Moho beneath Central Oregon

So far, we have concentrated on the subducting JdF plate. In this section, we will

model the horizontal arrivals in the receiver functions for the structure of NA plate

beneath Central Oregon. As discussed in Fig. 4.5, observable phases from NA Moho are

the Ps phases present in Mexico receiver functions and PpPms+PpSms phases present in

receiver functions from earthquakes in the 23003000 back-azimuth range. For some

reasons, the PpPms+PpSms phases are not very strong in Mexico receiver functions.

Because we only have two phases that can be modeled, we can only constrain two

parameters. We select the depth of the NA Moho and the Poisson's ratio of the crust for

consideration.

In this modeling, we used the receiver functions derived from all events listed in

table 2. In order to find an average structure for the continental Moho, we stacked the

receiver functions from km 190 to 230 (overlapped part of TORTISS-93 and TORTISS-

94 arrays) to form a single receiver function for each earthquake. In this way, we have

the PpPms phase from six back-azimuths and the Ps phase from one back-azimuth.

All models used in this modeling are simple models with one horizontal interface.

The P-wave velocities are 6.2 kmls above and 7.5 km/s below the interface. These values

are based on the model for the High Cascades obtained by Leaver et al. [1984], in which

top 26 km crust has an average P-wave velocity of 6.2 km/s and P-wave velocity reaches

7.7 km/s at a depth of 44 km. We use a Poisson's ratio of 0.25 for the medium below the

interface.

We first modeled the PpPms phase by sweeping a set of Poisson's ratios ranging

from 0.23 to 0.33 with an increment of 0.02. For each Poisson's ratio, a best depth can

be found by fitting the time delay of PpPms. These best models for PpPms were further

refined by fitting the Ps arrival from Mexico. This procedure is shown in Fig. 4.13. The

left-hand-side panels in Fig. 4.13 are the PpPms phases from 6 back-azimuths. The

panels on the right-hand-side are Ps phase from Mexico earthquakes. The synthetics in

the bottom panels were computed for the model with the lowest Poisson's ratio, and the

top panels the highest. It is clear that PpPms phases can be fitted by finding an adequate

depth for each Poisson's ratio. However, the Ps phase in the panels on the right-hand-

side can be matched only by models with a Poisson's ratio from 0.27 to 0.31. Models

with a high Poisson's ratio produced a large Ps phase in the panels on the left-hand-side

(see two upper left panels) which contradicts the observations. This Ps becomes even

bigger if we include a shallow interface in our model, which is closer to reality.
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Fig. 4.13. The synthetic receiver functions (lines) computed for various crustal Poisson's
ratios and Moho depths. The panels on the left side are the 0.2 Hz receiver functions
(PpPms+PpSms) for six back azimuths and those on the right side are the 0.5 Hz receiver
functions (Ps) for Mexico earthquakes. For each azimuth, the observed receiver functions
(black/grey filled wiggles) were stacked from km 190 to 230, representing an average
crustal structure and Moho depth beneath the Central Oregon.
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Therefore, we excluded the Poissonts ratio of 0.31. The best Poisson's ratio is between

0.27 and 0.29, and the depth of the Moho corresponding to these two Poisson's ratios is

34 and 35 km, respectively. If we use an average crustal P-wave velocity of 6.5 km/s in

stead of 6.2 km/s in the modeling, the best Poisson's ratio is still between 0.27 and 0.29,

but the depth of the NA Moho increases to 37 km.

4.3.5 Geometry of the JdF plate beneath the Western/High Cascades

In Fig. 4.14, we computed the New Ireland synthetic receiver functions for all

stations using the model derived for the Coast Range. It is clear that the synthetics only fit

the observations from km 0 to 90. From km 90 to 230, large misfits are observed. The

misfits seem to suggest that the dip angle of the JdF Moho increases beneath the

Willamette Valley and Western/High Cascades. Since the average velocity for the medium

above the Moho can affect the moveout of PpPms arrivals, we lowered the crustal P-

wave velocity from 6.5 to 6.0 km/s in the model for the Coast Range and kept the other

parameters unchanged; the computed synthetics are shown in Fig. 4.15. Although the fit

is improved over the model of Fig. 4.14, the misfits are still quite large. This indicates

that even for such a unrealistically low average P-wave velocity for the medium above the

JdF Moho, we still can not fit the moveout of the PpPms from km 90 to 230. A higher

than 6.5 km/s average P-wave velocity and a lower than 0.33 average Poisson's ratio

might be more realistic for the medium above the JdF Moho from km 90 to 230,

however, neither cases can improve the fit in Fig. 4.14. Therefore, we conclude that the

misfits are caused by a change in the dip of the JdF Moho around km 90.

The PpPms phase observed at km 90 (station A23) has a bounce point at the JdF

Moho beneath km 67, so the dip change observed at km 90 is actually beneath km 67.

The depth of the JdF Moho beneath km 67 is 43 km based on the model parameters

derived for the Coast Range.

To find the geometry of the JdF plate beneath the Western/High Cascades, we

attempt to match receiver functions east of km 90. The depth of the JdF Moho should be

43 km beneath km 67 as predicted by the model for the Coast Range. East of this point,

the JdF plate dips to the east with a dip angle that needs to be determined. Again, receiver

functions from New Ireland and Mexico events were used in the modeling. For New

Ireland event, large phases from JdF Moho that can be traced from km 90 to 240 are the
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arrivals identified as PpPms and PpSms in Fig. 4.5 a. However, synthetics in Fig. 4.11

and 4.12 indicate that, for the dip angles of JdF plate changing from 0 to 30°, the

amplitude of the PpPms is much more stable than that of PpSms. So, it is less likely to

mis-trace the PpPms than PpSms across the array if the JdF plate involves dip changes

along the profile. For this reason, we select PpPms from New Ireland event (down-dip

PpPms) as one of the targeted phases in the modeling. Another targeted phase is from up-

dip direction: it can be observed in Fig. 4.5c that only PpSms can be traced east of km 90

for Mexico events (can be continuously traced from km 0 up to km 176). The synthetics

in Fig. 4.11 and 4.12 show that this phase has a stable amplitude for a large range of dip

angles of the JdF plate (0-25°), suggesting that this phase should not be mis-traced as

long as the dip angle of the JdF plate is shallower than 25°. This phase (up-dip PpSms)

is also selected for the modeling.

The structure beneath the Willamette Valley and the Western/High Cascades

involves two Mohos: NA and JdF Mohos. So, modeling will take both Mohos in

considerations. For the NA Moho, we have determined its depth to be 34-35 km in

previous section, an average Poissons ratio of 0.27-0.29 was also obtained for the crust

above the NA Moho. These parameters will be used in this part of the modeling. In two

previous sections, modeling were concentrated on the time delays of the phases from the

Mohos. In those cases, we did not consider the shallow structures since adding shallow

structures in the models mainly affects the amplitudes of the arrivals from the Mohos (see

discussion about Fig. 4.11). In this section, we also try to model the amplitudes of

down-dip PpPms and up-dip PpSms, so we always include a shallow structure, which is

a 5-km thick layer, in our models. We use a 4-layer over a half space model to simulate

the structure beneath Western/High Cascades. From top to bottom, layer 1 is the shallow

structure with a P-wave velocity of 5.5 km/s and a thickness of 5 km; layer 2 is the NA

crust with a P-wave velocity of 6.3 km/s and a thickness of 29 km, a Poissons ratio of

0.27 was used for these two layers; layer 3 is the NA mantle wedged above the

subducting JdF plate, the P-wave velocity for this layer is 7.5 km/s and the Poisson's

ratio to be determined; layer 4 is the subducting oceanic crust with a P-wave velocity of

7.0 km/s and a thickness of 6 km (more discussion about this layer later), below this

layer is the half space JdF mantle with a P-wave velocity of 8.1 and a Poisson's ratio of

0.25. The parameters that we are determining are the dip angle of the JdF plate (assuming

the same dip angle for the crust and the Moho) and the average Poisson's ratio for the

wedged NA mantle above the JdF plate.

In Fig. 4.16 and 4.17 we show how the dip angle of the JdF plate and the average

Poisson's ratio for the NA mantle can be constrained by the down-dip PpPms and up-dip
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Figure 4.16. Synthetic receiver functions (lines) for five dip angles of the JdF plate
beneath Western/High Cascades. Observed receiver functions from six selected stations
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In this figure, we used a Poisson's ratio of 0.30 for the NA mantle.
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PpSms. In Fig. 4.16, we used a Poisson's ratio of 0.30 for the NA mantle, and the

synthetic receiver functions were computed for five dip angles. Clearly, for this particular

Poisson's ratio, the moveout of down-dip PpPms can be matched by a dip angle of 23°-

27° (27° is the best, 23° is acceptable), whereas the moveout of up-dip PpSms requires a

shallower dip angle (170 is the best, both 15° and 190 are acceptable). Apparently, there is

a discrepancy for the best dip angle determined from down-dip PpPms and up-dip

PpSms. This discrepancy can be mitigated by lowering the Poisson's ratio for the NA

mantle from 0.30 to 0.25, the results are shown in Fig. 4.17. In Fig. 4.17, we see that

lowering the average Poisson's ratio for the NA mantle affects the up-dip PpSms more

than the down-dip PpPms; the best-fit dip angle for the down-dip PpPms is still 23°-27°

(27° is the best, 23° is acceptable), but for up-dip PpSms, the best becomes 19°-23° (19° is

the best and 23° is acceptable). This phenomenon is due to the factor that the ray-path for

up-dip PpSms has two segments being S-type while that for down-dip PpPms has only

one. For a medium with a fixed P-wave velocity, lowering its average Poisson's ratio is

the same as increasing its average S-wave velocity, which will affect up-dip PpSms more

than down-dip PpPms. From this modeling, we conclude that a Poisson's ratio of 0.25

for the NA mantle and a dip angle of 23° for JdF Moho fit the down-dip PpPms and up-

dip PpSms best.

In above modeling, we used a Poisson's ratio of 0.25 for layer 4 (oceanic crust).

Detailed velocity structure for this layer could not be constrained by the moveout of the

PpPms and PpSms since the thickness for this layer is only about 6 km. However, the

amplitudes of the PpPms and PpSms are very sensitive to the velocity structure of this

layer. In Fig. 4.18, we show the synthetic receiver functions computed for four different

velocity structures of layer 4. It is clear that the layer 4 is required by the data since

excluding this layer in the model results in small amplitudes for both PpPms and PpSms

which are contradictory to the data (panel (a) in Fig. 4.18). On the other hand, a high

Poisson's ratio for this layer produces the PpPms and PpSms from both the top and

bottom of the low-velocity layer which are too large to fit the data (panel (d)). An average

Poisson's ratio of 0.25 and a P-wave velocities of 7.0 km/s (panels (b) in Fig. 4.18) for

layer 4 seem to fit data the best.

In summary, modeling the moveout of the down-dip PpPms and up-dip PpSms

suggest a dip angle of 23° for the JdF plate beneath the Western/High Cascades. This dip

angle is significantly larger than the 110 for the JdF plate beneath the Coast Range,

indicating the JdF plate involving a dip change beneath the Willamette Valley (around km

67). Modeling also indicates a Poisson's ratio of 0.25 for the NA mantle fitting the data

better than a higher value of 0.30. Modeling the amplitudes of PpPms and PpSms phases
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Figure 4.18. The oceanic crust is a low-velocity layer immediately above the JdF Moho.
The structure of this layer can be modeled by the amplitudes of up-dip PpSms and down-
dip PpPms because the amplitudes of these two phases change dramatically when
different structures of this layer were employed in the model. (a) no oceanic crust; (b)
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In all cases, the dip of the crust is the same as the JdF Moho (23°) and the thickness of the
crust is 6 km. The Poisson's ratio for the NA mantle is 0.25 and other parameters are the
same as in Fig. 4.16 and 4.17. The best model is (b).
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indicates the presence of the oceanic crust above the JdF Moho, which has a P-wave

velocity of 7.0 km/s and a Poisson's ratio of 0.25.

4.3.6 Extension of the JdF plate at depths deeper than 76 km

Based on the model obtained for the Western/High Cascades, we can estimate the

maximum depth up to which the JdF plate can be traced in our data. The down-dip

PpPms can be traced up to km 230 (see lower right panel in Fig. 4.3). Using the dip

angle of 23° determined for JdF Moho east of km 67 and a Moho depth of 43 km beneath

km 67, we calculate the Moho bounce-point for the down-dip PpPms recorded at km 230

is beneath km 145. At km 145, the Moho has a depth of 76 km.

Where does the JdF plate extend at depths deeper than 76 km? Trying to answer

this question, we deconvolved transverse-component S waves (detailed discussion about

the deconvolution procedure and results of transverse-component S waves will be

presented in next Chapter) since in this component a reflected phase (SsSmsSsSms) from

the JdF Moho can be observed at the array's eastmost station AS 15 (km 300). However,

theoretical computations based on the geometry of JdF Moho derived above indicate that

this arrival recorded at AS 15 was reflected off the JdF Moho at depths shallower than 76

km. So far, we have not found any convincing arrival in the receiver functions or

transverse-component S waves that indicates it is a converted/reflected phase from the

JdF plate at depths deeper than 76 km.

There are several possibilities for the JdF plate at depths deeper than 76 km: 1) it

ends at 76-km depth; 2) it extends to depths deeper than 76 km, however, due to the

small acoustic impedance contrast for the Moho at depths deeper than 76 km, the

converted phases from this part of the Moho are not observable in our data; and 3) it

extends to depths deeper than 76 km, that we can not trace the converted phases from the

Moho in our data is due to the steeply dipping geometry of the JdF plate at depths deeper

than 76 km. Here, we will discuss 3) in detail.

Several seismic tomographic studies in the Pacific Northwest have suggested that

the JdF plate dips steeply (>50°) at depths greater than 100 km beneath the High

Cascades in Southern Washington [Rasmussen and Humphreys, 1988], Northern

Oregon [Michaelson and Weaver, 1986] and Southern Oregon [Harris etal., 1991]. We

investigate whether this is also a possibility for the JdF plate beneath the TORTISS array.
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We examine what we could expect in the receiver functions if the slab plunges steeply at

depth deeper than 76 km beneath the High Cascades. In Fig. 4.19a and Fig. 4.19b, we

show up-dip and down-dip Ps ray-paths for two steeply dipping Mohos. Only Ps phases

from the Moho are considered here because no multiple from a steeply dipping Moho can

reach the ground surface.

For up-dip Ps, its amplitude and recordable position dramatically change when the

dip angle of the Moho changes from 60° to 80°. For a dip angle of 60° (top diagram of

Fig. 4.19a), a Ps that is converted at 80-km depth beneath km 145 will be recorded by a

station at -48 km east of km 145, the time delay for this Ps is -15 s. This Ps should be

traceable in up-dip receiver functions since its amplitude is very large. For a dip angle of

40° or 50°, the amplitude of Ps is even larger (see Fig. 4.7). So, if the dip angle of the

Moho is shallower than 70°, we should expect a large dipping arrivals in up-dip receiver

functions. No such arrivals were observed in any frequency band of Fig. 4.4, suggesting

this is not the case. However, if the dip angle of the Moho is 70°, no Ps can be converted

at the Moho since the incident ray travels parallel to the Moho. Furthermore, for a dip

angle of 80° (lower diagram of Fig. 4.19a), the Ps from the Moho at 80-km depth will be

recorded by a station about 133 km west of km 145. The amplitude of this Ps is much

smaller than that in top diagram of Fig. 4.1 9a and the time delay is -20 s. It is possible

that this Ps is not detected partly because its small amplitude and partly because we do not

have enough stations west of km 12 to correlate this phase. Thus, Fig. 4.19a suggests

that if the Moho at depths deeper than 76 km has a dip angle greater than -70°, the Ps

phases from this part of the Moho are not observable in our up-dip receiver functions.

For the down-dip rays shown in Fig. 4.1 9b, the recordable position of the Ps will

not change dramatically for the Moho dip changing from 60° to 80°. For a dip angle of

60°, the same Ps as in Fig. 4.19a will be recorded by a station about 70km east of km

145 with a time delay of -15 s. For a dip angle of 80°, the Ps will be recorded at km 255

with a time delay of -16 s. Although these Ps phases are possibly observable in down-

dip receiver functions, their small amplitudes and delay time make them easily masked by

the arrivals from the NA Moho.

From above discussion, we conclude that if the JdF plate continues subducting at

depths deeper than 76 km beneath the High Cascades and the acoustic impedance contrast

of the Moho is not very small, then a steep dip angle (>-70°) is required for this part of

the plate in order to be not detected in our receiver functions.
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Figure 4.1 9a. Simplified diagrams show up-dip ray paths for Ps phases converted at a
steeply dipping Moho at depths deeper than 76 km. For a Moho dip angle of 60° as
shown in (a), a large Ps is expected. The amplitude and recordable position of this Ps
dramatically change as dip angle increases; for a dip angle of 70°, no Ps conversion at the
Moho since up-dip rays travel parallel to the Moho. For a dip angle of 80° as shown in
(b), the recordable position of the Ps jumps about 180 km to the west. The amplitude of
the Ps in (b) is also smaller than that in (a) since the Ps in (b) reaches the ground with a
larger incident angle than that in (a).
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Figure 4.19b. Same as Fig. 4.19a, but for down-dip rays. In this case, there is no jump
of the recordable position for the Ps in (a) and (b). However, the amplitude of Ps
decreases as the dip angle of the Moho increases, which is evident by a larger incident
angle in (b) than in (a) when Ps reaches the ground.
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4.4 Discussion and conclusions

In this study, we have constrained a 2-d structural framework for the Cascadia

subduction zone by modeling the major arrivals in receiver functions derived from the

TORTISS experiment. Our final model is illustrated in Fig. 4.20. Two major results were

obtained in this study: 1) the geometries of JdF and NA plates; 2) the average Poisson's

ratios for the media above the JdF and NA Mohos, these media include a crustal section

beneath the Coast Range, NA crust beneath Central Oregon and the overriding NA mantle

wedge beneath Western/High Cascades (shadowed areas in Fig. 4.20). We summarize

and discuss these results below:

4.4.1 Depth of the JdF Moho

The geometry of the JdF plate has been delineated by tracing its Moho from 30±1

km depth beneath the coast to -76 km depth beneath the Western/High Cascades, about

145 km from the coast. The oceanic crust is determined as a -6 km thick low-velocity

layer above the Moho. The depth of the Moho beneath the coast is consistent with that

obtained by Trehu et al. [1994].

4.4.2 Dip change of the JdF plate at 43 km depth

The JdF plate has a steady 110 dip beneath the Coast Range, increasing to 23° at

-43 km depth beneath the Willamette Valley. This well defined dip change of the JdF

Moho is a significant feature in the receiver functions. A similar change of dip angle of

JdF Plate has been reported in British Columbia and in Washington: Cassid [1993],

based on receiver function modeling, reported that the dip of JdF Moho increased from

15 to 22° at 60-65 km depth beneath the Strait of Georgia. In southern Washington and

northern Oregon, earthquake hypocenters also show an increase in dip at -50 km depth

[Weaver & Baker, 1988]. Moreover, in several other subduction zones where Wadati-
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Benioff zones are well defined, it has been observed that the dips of the slabs turn from

shallow-dipping to steep-dipping at 40 km depth [Pennington, 1983], suggesting that

this dip-change at 40 km depth is a common feature of subduction zone geometry.

The bending of the slab at 40 km depth has been attributed, by Pennington

[1983] and Roger [1983], to the phase transformation of gabbro to eclogite within the

subducting oceanic crust. It is well established that oceanic crust involves several

chemical reactions when it dehydrates during subduction [see for example, Wvllie, 1981;

Turner, 1981; Fowler, 1993]. At shallow depths, the temperature of the oceanic crust is

low. The temperature increases as the slab descends and the oceanic crust goes through

several dehydration stages. During these stages, oceanic basalt (gabbro) passes through

several pressure-temperature fields of metamorphic facies, resulting in transformation of

oceanic basalt to blueschist, and in turn to eclogite. The transformation of oceanic crust to

eclogite probably starts at about 30 km depth and continues to a much deeper depth

[Fowler, 1993]. Since the density of gabbro is 2.9 g/cm3, while that of eclogite is 3.4

g/cm3, the transformation of gabbro to eclogite thus results in a density increase of 17%

for the oceanic crust. This density increase provides a significant downward body force

to the slab, and consequently bends the slab at a depth 40 km [Pennington, 1983;

Roger, 1983].

The dip change of the JdF Moho at 43 km depth determined in this study is

consistent with this hypothesis in several aspects: 1) we have interpreted the negative

arrivals preceding the down-dip PpPms from km 0 to 96 as the multiple from the top of

the oceanic crust. This negative arrival has a large amplitude, suggesting the acoustic

impedance contrast at the top of the oceanic crust is very large. Such a large impedance

contrast may be caused by the velocity gradient in the upper oceanic crust. The

termination of this negative arrival around km 97 can be explained by the transformation

of upper oceanic crust to eclogite at depths around 40 km. Since eclogite is denser (3.4

g/cm3) and has a higher P-wave velocity (7.9 km/s) than basalt/gabbro, partial

transformation of upper oceanic crust decreases the impedance contrast at the top of the

oceanic crust; 2) beneath the Coast Range, the P-wave velocity contrast at the bottom of

the oceanic crust (JdF Moho) is about 6.5/8.1, while beneath the Western/High

Cascades, the best fitting contrast is 7.0/8.1. This indicates an increase of P-wave

velocity in the lower oceanic crust as well, which again is consistent with gabbro to

eclogite transformation around depths of 40 km. Because the dip change at 43 km is a

well modeled feature for the geometry of JdF plate, the gabbro to eclogite transformation

within the oceanic crust provides an explanation for this dip change.
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4.4.3 JdF plate at depths deeper than 76 km

The JdF plate at depths deeper than 76 km can not be imaged in our data, possibly

due to its steep dipping (dip > 70°) geometry under the High Cascades (dashed lines with

question marks in Fig. 4.20). For a steep dipping JdF Moho under the High cascades,

only Ps from the Moho can be recorded by the array. Such a Ps has a small amplitude and

time separation from the Pp, it is thus very difficult in our data to detect the slab if it

steeply plunges under the High Cascades. A steep dipping geometry has been suggested

by tomographic studies for the JdF plate under the High Cascades in Washington

[Rasmussen and Humphreys, 1988; Michaelson and Weaver, 1986] and in southern

Oregon [Harris et al., 1991]. Other possible geometries for the JdF plate under High

Cascades are: 1) JdF plate terminates at - 76 km depth; 2) the acoustic impedance contrast

for JdF Moho at depths deeper than 76 km is small, and consequently the converted

phases from the Moho are too weak to be detected in our data.

4.4.4 Depth of NA Moho

The NA continental Moho is modeled to be 34-3 5 km deep beneath Central

Oregon (km 190 to km 240, solid line in Fig. 4.20). However, observed Ps phases from

the NA Moho show a very similar time delays from km 150 to km 300 (see Fig. 4.5b),

suggesting the NA Moho is basically flat from Western Cascades to Ochoco Mountains.

A flat Moho suggests that the isostatic compensation may occur in the mantle. The NA

Moho may present under the Willamette Valley as a west-dipping interface as suggested

in 0.1 Hz New Ireland data (lower right panel, Fig. 4.3) and meet the JdF plate around

km 67.

4.4.5 Average Poisson's ratio for the crustal section under the Coast Range

One important parameter obtained in this study is the average Poisson's ratio for
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three crustal/mantle sections above the JdFINA Mohos. These three crustallmantle

sections are shadowed in Fig. 4.20. They are the crust section under the Coast Range,

NA crust under the Central Oregon and the overriding NA mantle wedge under the

Western/High Cascades. Poisson's ratio is an important medium parameter, which is

particularly useful for distinguishing felsic (quartz-rich) from mafic (quartz-poor) rocks

[Holbrook et al., 1992]. This parameter is related to the ratio of P- and S-wave velocities

of a medium and can be well-constrained by modeling PpPms and Ps phases in a receiver

function. A comprehensive measurements of Poisson's ratios for various continental

crusts has been obtained by Zandt and Ammon [1995] using PpPms and Ps phases in

receiver functions.

By modeling PpPms and Ps phases, we obtained a Poisson's ratio of 0.33±0.02

for the crust beneath the Coast Range, confirming the results obtained by Lan gston

[1977a] and by single-station receiver function modeling (Chapter 3). This high

Poisson's ratio suggests that the whole crust beneath the Coast Range is composed of

ultramafic/gabbroic rocks, which have a Poisson's ratio between 0.3 1-0.33 [Holbrook et

al., 1992]. Our result is also consistent with the study by Trehu et al. [1994], in which

Trehu et al. suggest that much of the crust beneath the Oregon Coast Range is composed

of an accreted oceanic crust of thickness comparable to that of oceanic plateaus.

4.4.6 Average Poisson's ratio for the NA continental crust under Central Oregon

The Poisson's ratio for the NA continental crust is measured by modeling PpPms

and Ps phases that sampled a crustal volume beneath central Oregon, east of the High

Cascades. The composition of the NA crust is different from that of the crust beneath the

Coast Range. We obtained an average Poisson's ratio of 0.27-0.29 for NA crust, which

is consistent with the 0.27 average for the bulk continental crust obtained by Zandt and

Ammon [1995].



4.4.6 Average Poisson's ratio for the NA mantle wedge under Western/High Cascades

Modeling the down-dip PpPms and up-dip PpSms, we favor a Poisson's ratio of

0.25 for the overriding NA mantle wedge above the JdF plate and below the NA Moho

(km 100 to km 200, Fig. 4.20). The P-wave velocity of 7.5 kmls is assumed for this part

of the mantle based on Leaver et al.'s model, in which P-wave velocity reaches 7.7 km/s

at a depth of 44 km beneath the High Cascades. This value, however, is consistent with

the amplitude of the down-dip PpPms. If the wedged material has a standard mantle P-

wave velocity of 8.1 km/s, then the acoustic impedance contrast at the top and the bottom

of the oceanic crust are the same assuming the oceanic crust has a uniform velocity

structure. In this case, we should expect two PpPms phases with comparable amplitudes

and opposite polarities in New Ireland receiver functions from km 150 to 240. Only

PpPms from the Moho dominate the New Ireland receiver functions, suggesting the

acoustic impedance contrast of the Moho is larger than that at the top of the oceanic crust.

So the P-wave velocity of 7.5 km/s and a Poisson's ratio of 0.25 seems to be a good

representation of wedged material. These parameters, however, are of puzzling. If

wedged medium is mantle material, the dehydration of oceanic crust below it should

cause it to serpentinize (a process to alter olivine to serpentine by hydration). Since

serpentine has a very high Poisson's ratio (0.34), we should expect a higher Poisson's

ratio for a serpentinized wedge mantle.

It is possible that Poisson's ratio for the wedged material is not accurately

estimated. This is because the crustal/mantle volumes sampled by down-dip PpPms and

up-dip PpSms are not completely overlapped. The crustal/mantle volume sampled by up-

dip PpSms is shifted to the south of that sampled by down-dip PpPms. If the geometry of

JdF plate has along-strike variation (not a planar plate, for example), it will affect the

estimate of the Poisson's ratio for the wedged material. Nevertheless, if the along-strike

variation of JdF plate is small, a Poisson's ratio of 0.25 and a P-wave velocity of 7.5

km/s should be reasonably good estimates for the wedged material. These parameters are

different from those for a standard upper mantle (P-wave velocity of 8.1).

Possible along-strike geometry variation of JdF plate has little effect in Poisson's

ratio estimate for the crust beneath the Coast Range. There, we used down-dip PpPms

and up-dip Ps phases and these phases roughly sampled a 2-D EW section of the crust

above the JdF Moho. For the Poisson's ratio estimate of the crust beneath the Central

Oregon, PpPms and Ps phases sampled a 3-D volume of the crust, but the geometry of

the Moho is simple (horizontal).
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5

Single-trace deconvolution of seismic array data

5.1. Introduction

Broadband teleseismic P waves contain information about the structure of the

earths lithosphere beneath the recording stations. To use these waves to image the earth's

lithosphere, however, some deconvolution operations are required. This is because

teleseismic P waves recorded at a seismic station can be considered as a convolution

between a source wavelet generated by a distant earthquake and the lithosphere's

structural response under the station. The source wavelet is a package of P waves that has

propagated from the source to the bottom of the lithosphere beneath the station; the

package may include the contribution directly from a source (an earthquake) and any

reflections and conversions from the interfaces near the source region. A typical source

wavelet from a shallow earthquake consists of P, pP and sP phases, and it can be further

complicated by water reverberations if the earthquake is underwater. Generally, the

complexities of the source wavelet will mask the near station structural response. In order

to obtain a clear picture of the near-station structure, the source wavelet must be removed

(deconvolved) from the seismograms.

Most modem broadband seismic stations are equipped with three-component

seismometers. At such stations, teleseismic P waves are recorded as three orthogonal

components. While each component responds differently to the near-receiver structure,

we can use the component ratio to remove the source wavelet because it is the same for all

components. Frequently, vertical-component P waves are used as the source wavelet and

deconvolved from two horizontal, e.g., radial-and transverse, components. The resulting

deconvolved components are called receiver functions. This multi-trace deconvolution

technique was first used by Burdick and Langston [1977], and many studies in which

receiver functions were employed have shown excellent results in imaging the structure of

the Earth lithosphere in a variety tectonic settings [e.g., Langston, 1977a; Langston

1977b; Langston, 1979; Langston, 1981; Owens, 1984; Owens etal., 1987; Owens et
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al., 1988].

Because horizontal-component P waves are most sensitive to P-to-S conversions

from the interfaces beneath the receiver, the receiver functions serve as enhanced P-to-S

conversion seismograms. These converted phases involve the ray paths of both P and S

waves, providing an opportunity to model both the P- and S-wave velocity structure of

the lower crust and upper mantle. On the other hand, a teleseismic vertical-component P-

wave only contains a direct P arrival and its reverberations within the lithosphere beneath

the receiver. Similarly, a transverse-component S-wave contains mainly pure S arrivals.

These types of arrivals are not converted phases and are generally not found in receiver

functions. So if we can deconvolve the source wavelet from these two components, they

can be used in conjunction with receiver functions to better constrain lithospheric

structure.

The difficulty in utilizing single-component waves (e.g., vertical P or transverse S

waves) is how to effectively deconvolve the source wavelet, since we do not have a

seismogram component that can be used as the source wavelet as in receiver function

deconvolutions. Several single-trace deconvolution schemes have been developed for

analysis of seismic reflection data and speech signal. In this study, we first introduce two

existing single-trace deconvolution schemes and examine their effectiveness in

deconvolving teleseismic P and S waves (section 2). From these two schemes, we

develop a method to efficiently deconvolve teleseismic P and S waves recorded by the

TORTISS array (section 3).

5.2. Single-trace deconvolution

5.2.1 Introduction

Various methods of deconvolving a single trace seismogram have been developed

in the past. Here we will introduce two of them: spiking and homomorphic

deconvolution. The spiking deconvolution technique uses the auto-correlation function of

a seismogram to estimate the source wavelet. The technique is based on two key
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assumptions: 1. the source wavelet is minimum-phase (for a given frequency content, a

minimum-phase source wavelet has the least phase delay and thus is most front-loaded),

and 2. the response of the earth's structure beneath the recording station is a random

function. These two assumptions greatly simplify the problem and convert a nonsolvable

problem into a solvable one. The assumption of a random structural response permits the

auto-correlation function of the source wavelet to be approximated directly from the

seismogram, and the assumption of a minimum-phase source wavelet allows the source

wavelet to be derived from its auto-correlation function. The estimated source wavelet is

subsequently deconvolved from the seismogram. The method becomes less effective, of

course, when these two assumptions are violated. The development of the technique has

been documented, for example, in Robinson [1954], Treitel and Robinson [1966],

Peacock and Treitel [1969], Robinson and Treitel [1967], Robinson and Treitel [1980],

Robinson [1984].

In many seismic applications, however, the assumptions of a minimum-phase

source wavelet and a random structural response are difficult to test and might not be

realistic. An alternative to spiking deconvolution, when its underlying assumptions are

violated, is homomorphic deconvolution. The deconvolution is based on a homomorphic

system in which a pair of logarithmic-exponential transformations are employed. The

transformations transform a signal from a convolutional space to an additive space and

vice versa. The significance of the transformations is that when in an additive space, an

input signal with convolutional components becomes additive and the components may

exhibit distinguishing characteristics. These characteristics can be used as the basis for

frequency-invariant filters, which can be designed to separate the components. The theory

of homomorphic systems has been developed by Oppenheim and Schafer [1975, 1989].

The technique has had success in speech analysis [Oppenheim, 1969; Schafer and

Rabiner, 1970], seismic data processing [Ulrvch, 1971; Stoffa et al., 1974; Buttkus,

1975; Otis and Smith, 1977; Tribolet, 1979] and other applications. The advantage of

homomorphic deconvolution in seismic applications is that no assumptions about the

source wavelet are necessary. The disadvantages lie in the difficulty of defining the

component boundary in quefrency domain for deconvolution, and its sensitivity to

additive noise [fin and Eisner, 1984].
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5.2.2 Spiking deconvolution

Spiking deconvolution has been widely used in the oil exploration industry for

some years. In a seismic reflection profile, spiking deconvolution can sharply increase the

resolution of crustal reflectivity by contracting a minimum-phase source wavelet to a

spike. The development of the technique relies on several key assumptions; the two most

important ones are a minimum-phase source wavelet and a random structural response.

Assuming we have a noise free seismic record expressed as:

s(t)=w(t)*r(t) (5.1)

where s(t) is the seismogram, w(t) the source wavelet, r(t) the structural response and "*"

denotes the convolution operation. Our goal is to find a filter f(t) such that the source

wavelet w(t) can be compressed into a spike with zero time lag, i.e.,

w(t) *f(t)=S(t) (5.2)

where (t) is the unit impulse function. In this study, all filtering is done in the frequency

domain, so all related discussions will be in the frequency domain as well. In frequency

domain, (5.2) is:

W(o)F(a)= 1 (5.3)

and F(co)=l/W(w). (5.4)

So, the filter is the inverse of w(t) and the problem becomes to estimate the source

wavelet w(t) from s(t). Because r(t) is also unknown, the estimation can not be done

using (5.1) alone. In order to estimate w(t) from (5.1), we need some reasonable

assumptions to simplify the problem. The first of such assumptions is that r(t) is a

random time sequence. Rewriting (5.1) in frequency domain:

S(n)=W(w)R(w)

with

(5.5)
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where "t" indicates the complex conjugate, and multiplying (5.5) by (5.6), we obtain

S(o)St(o)=W(o)Wt(o)R(w)Rl(w). (5.7)

By definition, S(o)St(w) is Sa(W), the auto-correlation function of the seismogram,

W(o))Wt(w) is Wa((0), the auto-correlation function of the source wavelet, and

R(o))Rt(o)) is Ra(0)), the auto-correlation function of the structural response. Then (5.7)

becomes:

Sa(W)=Wa(Q))Ra(0)), (5.8)

i.e., the auto-correlation function of the seismogram is the convolution of the auto-

correlations of the source wavelet and the structural response. Because the auto-

correlation function of a random time sequence is a spike at zero time lag, the assumption

that r(t) is random gives Ra(0)=P for all frequencies, where P is a constant. Thus, (5.8)

becomes:

Wa((0)Sa((0)IP. (5.9)

This equation indicates that the auto-correlation function of the source wavelet is a scaled

version of the auto-correlation function of the seismogram, suggesting that the scaled

amplitude spectrum of the source wavelet can be directly estimated from the seismogram.

Equation (5.9) is one of the many fundamentals of statistical deconvolution attributed to

Robinson [1954].

The source wavelet w(t) can not be recovered from its amplitude spectrum alone,

as knowledge about its phase spectrum is needed as well. There is no way to obtain the

phase spectrum of w(t) from its auto-correlation function because auto-correlation is zero-

phase. Under certain conditions, however, a relationship between the amplitude and

phase spectra of a time sequence exists. One such condition is the minimum-phase

requirement; if the source wavelet w(t) is minimum-phase, then its log amplitude and its

phase are a Hilbert transform pair. By assuming that the source wavelet is minimum-

phase, we are now able to completely reconstruct the source wavelet w(t) from its auto-

correlation function alone, which has been estimated directly from the seismogram under
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the assumption that r(t) is random.

The computation of a minimum-phase time sequence from its amplitude spectrum

is straightforward. Here we only describe the steps of the procedure; the theoretical

development of those steps is presented in Appendix C. We assume the amplitude

spectrum of a minimum-phase time sequence s(t) is A(w), which is known. The steps of

recovering s(t) from A(o) are as follows: taking the logarithm of A(o), followed by the

inverse Fourier transform, we obtain a new time sequence C(t), called the cepstrum of

s(t), which is symmetric about t=0. Now setting cs(t)=O for t<0, multiplying cs(t) by 2

for t>0 and leaving cs(t) untouched for t=0, we obtain another time sequence (t), which

is called the complex cepstrum of s(t). Because (t) and s(t) are linked by a homomorphic

(logarithm) and an inverse homomorphic (exponential) transform, s(t) is uniquely defined

by (t) and vice versa. Recovering s(t) from its complex cepstrum S(t) is done by

applying an inverse homomorphic (exponential) transform to (t). In such a process, (t)

is Fourier transformed back to the frequency domain, where exponential operation is

applied to its amplitude and phase spectra, and the resultant spectra are inverse Fourier

transformed back to time domain, giving the time sequence s(t).

In Fig. 5.1 we illustrate this technique by applying it to a synthetic seismogram.

(a) is a spike sequence representing the structural response. The spike sequence was

formed using a random number generator. The first spike has an amplitude of 1 and a

time delay of 10 s. Starting at 11 s, one spike was generated every 2 seconds with a

random amplitude between -0.5 and 0.5. Such a spike sequence can be considered quasi-

white due to the random amplitudes of the spikes; it is not a real white sequence because

of the finite number of spikes. Of course, if the structural response are completely white,

there would be no reason to recover it. In (b) a minimum-phase source wavelet is shown.

A synthetic seismogram (c) was formed by convolving (a) with (b) (eq. 5.1). The auto-

correlation functions of the spike sequence (structural response), source wavelet, and

synthetic seismogram are trace (d), (e), and (f), respectively. All auto-correlation

functions have been shifted to the right by 50 s (zero time for auto-correlation functions is

at 50 s in this figure). It is apparent that the auto-correlation function of the seismogram

(t) resembles closely the auto-correlation function of the source wavelet (e); this is due to

the fact that the auto-correlation function of the structural response (e) is nearly a spike at

zero time lag.

Because the source wavelet is minimum-phase, we can completely recover trace

(b) of Fig. 5.1 from trace (e) using the procedure described above. The resemblance of

trace (0 to trace (e) allows us to use trace (0 instead of (e) to recover trace (b), because
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Figure 5.1. An example of spiking deconvolution: (a) structural response; (b) source
wavelet; (c) synthetic seismogram by convolving (a) with (b); (d) auto-correlation
function of the structural response; (e) auto-correlation function of the source wavelet; (f)
auto correlation function of the seismogram; (g) recovered source wavelet; (h) recovered
structural response without tapering (fTj; (i) recovered structural response with a taper
applied to (f).
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trace (e) is unknown; the recovered source wavelet is shown as trace (g). Deconvolving

the source wavelet (g) from the synthetic seismogram (c), we obtain the structural

response showing in (h). Comparing it with (a), we observe that the spike sequence (h)

contains more spikes than expected. The problem is caused by (1) not being identical to

(e). The similarity of trace (e) and (f) is confined to the region from -40 to -60 s. To

suppress the extra wiggles outside this region in trace (1), we applied a cosine taper to it

before recovering the source wavelet. This source wavelet was deconvolved from the

synthetic seismogram (c) to obtain the structural response shown in (i). The improvement

of trace (i) over (h) is clear, especially for those later spikes.

The efficiency of spiking deconvolution depends on how closely the two

assumptions (minimum-phase source wavelet and white structural response) resemble

reality. In our teleseismic P and S wave applications both assumptions are very

questionable. First of all, the source wavelets from distant earthquakes are unpredictable;

they vary according to many factors such as earthquake fault rupture process, focal depth,

as well as the location (on land or under the ocean). It is impractical to speculate whether

the source wavelets generated by distant earthquakes are minimum-phase or not.

Secondly, the assumption of a random structural response requires that (1) the interfaces

within the lithosphere are not related, i.e., knowing the depth of a particular interface will

not help to predict others, and (2) the seismogram contains signatures from many

interfaces. Condition (1) is true in general. Condition (2) may be true in exploration

seismology, where high frequency sources are used to image complicated shallow crustal

structures because high frequency source wavelets can 'see' many interfaces. This

condition, however, is probably not true for teleseismic P and S waves. As the frequency

content of teleseismic P and S waves is much lower than that used in exploration

seismology, such low frequency waves probably can not 'see' structural complexity in

the shallow crust but a few strong interfaces in the lower crust and upper mantle.

In summary, although spiking deconvolution is suitable to process seismic

reflection data, its application in deconvolving teleseismic P and S waves problematic due

to possible violations of its underlying assumptions. In teleseismic P and S waves, the

source wavelets are difficult to predict; some may be minimum-phases, some may not.

The assumption of a random structural response is also questionable because the

seismograms only contain signatures from a limited number of interfaces in the lower

crust and upper mantle.

When processing seismic array data, these obstacles can be removed or mitigated.

This is the topic of section 5.3 where we will re-discuss spiking deconvolution and apply
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it to process array data.

5.2.3 Homomorphic deconvolution

The concept of cepstrum introduced by Bogert et al. [1963] has inspired

Oppenheim [1965, 1969] to develop a class of nonlinear systems called homomorphic

systems. The basic function of homomorphic systems is to transform the combined

components (by convolution, multiplication, etc.) of an input signal into their addition in

quefrency domain and vice versa. Deconvolutions based on such systems are called

homomorphic deconvolutions. The most often used transformation pair in homomorphic

systems are the logarithm and exponential transformations. In such systems, the

logarithm is applied to the spectra of a time sequence. The resulting time sequence is

termed cepstrum and the time index is termed quefrency. If only the amplitude spectrum

is transformed as in Bogert etal. [1963], the term cepstrum is used, and if both amplitude

and phase spectra are transformed as in Oppenheim and Schafer [1968], the term

complex cepstrum is used.

Adapting the expressions of Oppenheim & Schafer [1989], we define the

cepstrum and complex cepstrum of the time sequence s(t) in eq. 5.lOa and 5.lOb,

respectively.

cs(t)=flog(A())exp(iwt)d (5.lOa)

(t)=log(A(w))+i(w)]exp(iwt)do, (5. lOb)

where A(o) and 4(w) are the amplitude and phase spectrum of s(t), respectively.

The computation of cepstrum c5(t) is much easier than complex cepstrum S(t)

because it only depends on the amplitude A(co), which is real and nonnegative. The

computation of complex cepstrum (t) from s(t) requires some special considerations due

to the complex logarithm. An important difference between cepstrum c5(t) and complex

cepstrum S(t) is that the original time sequence s(t) can be completely recovered from (t),

but not from cs(t). This invertible property of (t) ensures that the complex cepstrum can
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be used in deconvolution operations. The invertible property of S(t) is also significant to

the development of the procedure for recovering a minimum-phase sequence from its

amplitude spectrum (Appendix C). This procedure is essential to spiking deconvolution

as well as to the method for processing array data which will be developed in section 5.3.

If s(t) is minimum-phase, its complex cepstrum (t) can be computed directly from its

cepstrum cs(t) which only depends on the amplitude spectrum of s(t). The invertible

property of S(t) leads to the recovery of the minimum-phase time sequence s(t).

Homomorphic deconvolutions are operations that alter (t) in quefrency domain.

To perform such operations, we need a system that can transform the time sequence s(t)

in time domain to §(t) in quefrency domain as well as an inverse system to do the

opposite. These systems are the characteristic system for convolution (L) and its inverse

(D'). The system L. is represented by the cascade of Fourier transform, complex

logarithm and inverse Fourier transform, and the system D1 is the cascade of Fourier

transform, complex exponential and inverse Fourier transform. With these two

characteristic systems, we can transform s(t) in a convolutional space into (t) in an

addition space using D, where the deconvolutions are performed, and the consequent

complex cepstum is transformed back to time domain using D1.
Again, our seismogram is the convolution model of eq. 5.1 and 5.5; now taking

the complex logarithm of eq. 5.5, we have:

log[S(w)]=log[A()+i4(o)Jlog[W(w)]+log[R(o)] (5.11)

Let's denote the complex cepstrum of the seismogram, source wavelet and

structural response as (t), i(t) and i(t), respectively; then we have Fourier transform

pairs:

(t) <---> log(S(o))

i(t) <---> log(W(w)) (5.12)

I(t) <---> log(R(w)).

Substituting (5.12) into (5.11), we have:

(5.13)

(5.13) indicates that the complex cepstrum of the seismogram is the sum of the complex
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cepstra of the source wavelet and structural response.

In order for (5.11) to be Fourier transformable and to transform to a real function

(a real complex cepstrum), log(A(co)) must be a continuous even function of w and 4(o)

must be a continuous odd function of w. This requires 1(o) to be an unwrapped phase

spectrum with the linear phase component removed. The properties and other theoretical

aspects of complex cepstrum are discussed in detail by Oppenheim and Schafer [1975,

1989].

In quefrency domain, various convolutional components of s(t) are additive and

may display distinguishing characteristics; a source wavelet with a slow varying spectrum

tends to occupy a low quefrency region while a structural response with a rapidly varying

spectrum tends to occupy a high quefrency region. If these two regions do not overlap,

we can remove one convolutional component by gating the complex cepstrum S(t). The

gated S(t) then is transformed back to time-domain using the inverse system D1. This

procedure is demonstrated in Fig. 5.2. In Fig. 5.2, trace (c) is a synthetic seismogram,

which is the convolution of a spike response (a) with a source wavelet (b). The complex

cepstrum of the seismogram is shown in (d), which was obtained by applying L1. to (c).

For plotting purposes, all cepstra shown in this example have been shifted to the right by

20 s. The significance of the homomorphic transform is that the complex cepstrum shown

in (d) is the addition of the contributions from the source wavelet and the spike response

(eq. 5.13). Furthermore, the contribution from the source wavelet is the pulse around 20

s in the complex cepstrum. This can be demonstrated by low-pass gating the complex

cepstrum (setting the amplitudes of the complex cepstrum to zero except for the

quefrencies of 20±3 s). The resulting complex cepstrum is shown in (1). Applying the

inverse system D1 to (f), we obtain the time sequence shown in (h) which is very similar

to the source wavelet in (b). To recover the spike response, we high-pass gate the

complex cepstrum (set the amplitude of the complex cepstrum to zero for the quefrencies

of 20±3 s). The resultant complex cepstrum is shown in (e). Again, by applying the

inverse system D1 to (e), we obtain the trace shown in (g) which is essentially the spike

response in (a).

Despite promising results when applying the homomorphic deconvolution to

synthetic seismograms, its applications to real seismograms are not so auspicious. The

difficulty lies in the selection of the gating window. There are no well-proven criteria on

which the gating windows for filtering the real complex cepstrum can be chosen. In the

above example, we used a window of 20±3 s to low-pass and high-pass the complex

cepstrum because we know the time separation between the first and second spike in (a),
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Figure 5.2. An example of homomorphic deconvolution: (a) structural response; (b)
source wavelet; (c) synthetic seismogram by convolving (a) with (b); (d) complex
cepstrum of the synthetic seismogram; (e) high-pass gating of the complex cepstrum; (f)
low-pass gating of the complex cepstrum; (g) recovered structural response using (e); (h)
recovered source wavelet using (fj. All cepstra have been shifted by 20 s and all traces
were normalized to their peaks.
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which is 4 seconds. In real seismograms, such information is absent. The situation is

particularly bad for teleseimic P and S waves because the source wavelets for these waves

are often a convolution of a source pulse (source time function) with the near source

structural response, which is also a spike series. In such cases, there is no hope that we

can homomorphically deconvolve any explainable structural information from a

seismogram.

For array data, however, the difficulties mentioned above can be avoided. The

solution is that the source wavelet from a distant earthquake can be estimated by

averaging the complex cepstra of the seismograms from an array. This technique has been

used by Otis & Smith [1977] to process seismic reflection data and Clayton & Wiggins

[1976] to process earthquake data. The assumptions underlying this process are that the

source wavelet is the same across the array and the structural responses beneath the array

are not the same from station to station, so they can be averaged out. There are two

advantages to estimating the source wavelet by averaging the complex cepstra: 1) we only

need to compute the complex cepstrum once even though many complex cepstra are

involved. Because summation of the complex cepstra is the same as multiplication of their

spectra in the frequency domain, we can compute the spectrum multiplication of all

seismograms first, then log-transform the resultant spectrum into quefrency domain

where it is divided by the number of stations. This procedure is important considering

that the computation of the complex cepstrum is rather difficult; 2) complex cepstrum

averaging does not require alignment of the seismograms. This can be easily understood

because the summation of the complex cepstra is done in the frequency domain by

spectrum multiplication. However, there are several technical difficulties in averaging

complex cepstra; one of them is the numerical over (or under) flow when processing the

spectrum multiplication. The amplitude spectrum can become large (or small) when

multiplication involves many stations. Currently, this difficulty prevents us from

processing the data from a large number of stations (the TORTISS array has 44 stations),

and for this reason, we will focus on the development of the procedure presented in the

following section, which is based on spiking deconvolution and is more stable.
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53 Single-trace deconvolution of seismic array data

5.3.1 Deconvolution by stacking auto-correlation functions from an array

In section 5.2 we discussed spiking deconvolution of a single seismic record; in

this section we will apply this technique to deconvolve teleseismic P and S waves

recorded by a small linear seismometer array. Recall that a spiking deconvolution is based

on two assumptions: a minimum-phase source wavelet and a white structural response. In

teleseismic P- and S-wave applications, both assumptions are not practical. In this

section, we will show that by stacking the auto-correlation functions of the seismograms

from a seismometer array, these two assumptions become less strict, and spiking

deconvolution can be applied.

In eq. (5.8), we have shown that the auto-correlation function of teleseismic P or

S waves is the convolution of the auto-correlation functions of the source wavelet and the

structural response beneath the receiver. For an array of N seismometers, we have N

such equations:

S(W)=Wa(W) R(o) k=1,...,N. (5.14)

We have assumed, in (5.14), that the source wavelet is common for the entire array. This

is reasonable because the dimension of the array is assumed to be relatively small (e.g.,

the TORTISS array is about 300 km long) and the teleseismic P and S waves are

approximately plane waves. Stacking the N auto-correlation functions in (5.14) results in:

and

S(w)=Vv(w) R(w) (5.15)
k=1 k=1

Wa(W) S(w) I Ro) (5.16)
k=1 k=1

Nk
As in spiking deconvolution, estimating Wa(0)) from (5.16) requires that

for all frequencies, where Pn is a constant. This is equivalent to assuming'ihat the sum of
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the auto-correlation functions of the structural response beneath all stations is a spike at

zero time lag. This can be easily achieved as long as the structural responses are different

from station to station, i.e., not spatially stationary, and N is sufficiently large. This

assumption is very different from the one in spiking deconvolution, where we assumed

that the structural response beneath each station must be white. The assumption here is

closer to reality for teleseismic P and S waves, because even if the structural response

beneath individual stations is not white (e.g., dominated by the signatures from a few

strong interfaces), the sum of their auto-correlation functions will be a spike at zero time

lag under the assumption that the earth structure beneath the entire array is not uniform.

Therefore, stacking the auto-correlation functions of the seismograms from a seismometer

array converts the assumption about the earth structural response from being random

beneath each station to being nonuniform across the array. Under the new assumption,

(5.16) becomes:

Wa(0)) = S(w) / Pn.
k= 1

(5.17)

(5.17) indicates that a scaled version of the auto-correlation function of the source wavelet

can be estimated for teleseismic P or S waves.

In spiking deconvolution, the source wavelet w(t) was derived from its amplitude

spectrum by assuming that w(t) is minimum-phase, but because this assumption is not

realistic for teleseismic P and S waves, we want to avoid it. For this reason, we divide

(5.14) by (5.17) to obtain a scaled auto-correlation function of the structural response

beneath each station,

k N
Ra((0) = Pn S(co)/ S(o) k=1,...,N. (5.18)

k I

From (5.18), we obtain the scaled amplitude spectrum of the structural response beneath

each station. If we assume that the structural response beneath each station is minimum-

phase, then the structural response rk(t) can be obtained from its amplitude spectrum

alone (Appendix C). This procedure avoids the minimum-phase assumption about the

source wavelet, which is problematic for teleseismic P and S wave applications; the trade-

off is that we have to assume the structural response is minimum-phase instead.

In Fig. 5.3 we show an example of applying the above deconvolution procedure

to synthetic seismograms. Panel (a) is a nonminimum phase source wavelet, and panel

(b) shows the earth structural impulse responses for 20 stations. The responses simulate
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Figure 5.3. Single-trace deconvolution of array synthetic seismograms using auto-
correlation function stacking technique. Synthetic seismograms (c) were formed by
convolving a nonminimum phase source wavelet (a) with 20 structural impulse responses
(b). All responses are minimum phase but not white. The deconvolution results by
stacking auto-correlation functions from 10 stations (start from the bottom in panel (c))
are shown in panel (d) and the results of stacking all auto-correlation functions are shown
in panel (e).
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two dipping interfaces and one horizontal interface; they are minimum phase but not

white. In panel (c), the synthetic seismograms for these 20 stations are shown. The auto-

correlation function of the source wavelet was estimated using (5.17). In this example we

estimate the auto-correlation function of the source wavelet using two stacking suites: a

10-station stacking suite (stations from km 1 to 10) and a 20-station suite (all stations).

The reason for using two stacking suites in this example is that the structural responses

vary beneath stations from km 1 to 10, while the responses from the horizontal interface

are the same for the stations from km 11 to 20. Thus, the 10-station stacking of the auto-

correlation functions should average out the contributions from the structural response,

while the 20-station stacking, which includes the stations from km 11 to 20, can not

average out the contributions from the horizontal interface. The auto-correlation function

of individual station was divided by each stacked auto-correlation function to obtain a

scaled auto-correlation function of the structural response for that station. The structural

response for each station was reconstructed from its auto-correlation function by

assuming it is minimum-phase.

The results of using the 10-station stacking suite are shown in panel (d); panel (e)

shows the results from the 20-station stacking suite. Comparing the traces in panels (b)

and (d) shows that they are almost identical, indicating deconvolution is perfect for 10-

station stacking. This is expected because the structural responses vary beneath these 10

stations, resulting in a better estimate of the auto-correlation function of the source

wavelet, and consequently restoring the structural responses for all stations. On the other

hand, the results in panel (e) of 20-station stacking suite are not as good, this again is

expected because the structural responses of the horizontal interface are common for the

stations from 11-20 km. Including these stations in the stacking suite affects the estimate

of the auto-correlation function of the source wavelet. This more poorly estimated auto-

correlation function of the source wavelet results in error when restoring the responses

from the horizontal and dipping interfaces.

The perfect result in panel (d) of Fig. 5.3 partly results from the fact that the

structural responses for all stations are minimum-phase. In reality, the earth's structural

responses are probably mixed phase. In these cases, the estimated structural responses

will be the minimum-phase component of the true structural responses because any causal

mixed phase sequence can be expressed as the convolution of a minimum-phase

component with an ailpass component (see, for example, § 5.6 of Oppenheim and

Schafer, 1989]. One solution to this problem is to convert the seismograms to their

minimum-phase equivalents by exponential weighting. In such an operation, the
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seismograms are multiplied by at before deconvolution, where t is the time and a<1. This

weighting can be removed from final structural responses by multiplying them with a-t.

5.3.2 Applications to radial-component teleseismic P waves

We apply the procedure developed above to process teleseismic radial-component

P waves recorded by the TORTISS array. The use of radial-components in this example

is that we can use receiver functions as a comparison to the deconvolution results. The

seismograms are the radial-component P waves from an earthquake in Mexico (Ms 6.8,

A=39°, BAZ=130°) and are shown in Fig. 5.4. The P waves have been corrected for the

travel time so that they can be aligned at 30 s in Fig. 5.4. The large arrivals around 130 s

are PP phases. In all subsequent examples, the P waves were extracted using a time

window of 0 to 130 s. The P waves show varying characteristics across the array,

reflecting the structural variations beneath the array. However, the structural responses

are not readily apparent because they are masked by the source wavelet from the

earthquake.

In Fig. 5.5, the receiver functions for this event are shown for two frequency

bands: 0.033-0.5 Hz (top panel) and 0.033-0.2 Hz (bottom panel); the top panel has a

higher cut-off corner for high frequencies than the lower panel. The structural response

can be traced in receiver functions because deconvolution has removed the source wavelet

by means of spectrum ratio (multi-trace deconvolution). The converted phases from the

subducted oceanic Moho of the Juan de Fuca plate are dominant in the receiver functions

from km 0 to -130. These phases were identified as Ps, PpPms and PpSms and are

marked on the left side of the panels in Fig. 5.5. The phases marked as Ps on the right

side of the top panel are the P-to-S conversions from the North America Moho and are

mainly present in the receiver functions from km -140 to -240. The lack of move-out of

the arrivals indicates the continental Moho is horizontal. The pattern for these marked

arrivals in this figure is very similar to the example shown in Fig. 5.3. Even though there

are differences between the multi-trace (receiver function) and single-trace

deconvolutions, the phases marked in Fig. 5.5 remain the same in both deconvolutions,

and thus will be used for comparing the effectiveness of various deconvolution

procedures.

Before applying our technique, we first use simple time-domain stacking to

deconvolve these data. In this procedure, we estimate the source wavelet by simply

stacking the seismograms. The assumptions underlying this procedure are: the source
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wavelet is the same for all seismograms, the structural responses are different from

station to station, and the seismograms are precisely aligned. In this and all following

stacking procedures, we only use 25 stations, counted from the coast (left side of Fig.

5.4), because we want to avoid possible problems caused by the horizontal North

America Moho as demonstrated in panel (e) of Fig. 5.3. We stacked 25 seismograms of

Fig. 5.4 to obtain the source wavelet; the source wavelet then is deconvolved from each

of all 41 seismograms. The results are shown in Fig. 5.6. The two frequency bands are

same as those in Fig. 5.5. Converted phases marked in Fig. 5.5 can be observed in lower

frequency band (bottom panel, Fig. 5.6). Apparently, this technique does not work for

the higher frequency band (top panel, Fig. 5.6). A possible reason for this problem is that

the seismograms in Fig. 5.4 were not precisely aligned. The success of this technique at

higher frequencies very much depends on how precisely the seismograms in the stacking

suite can be aligned: the better the alignment of the seismograms, the better results for

higher frequencies. Unfortunately, it is difficult to precisely align the teleseismic P or S

waves recorded by an array.

In Fig. 5.7, we show the results using the array spiking deconvolution technique

we just developed. We processed the data as follows: the auto-correlation function for

each extracted trace (P waves) of Fig. 5.4 was computed. The auto-correlation function

of the source wavelet was obtained by stacking the auto-correlation functions from the

western 25 stations (the same stations as in Fig. 5.6). Auto-correlation function of each

station in the array was divided by this stacked auto-correlation function to obtain a scaled

auto-correlation function of the structural response beneath that station. The structural

response for each station was obtained from its auto-correlation function by assuming it is

minimum-phase (Appendix C). In comparison with Fig. 5.6, Fig. 5.7 shows a great

improvement for higher frequency band (top panel). Major phases, including the Ps from

the North America Moho, can be traced in the top panel. The improvement in the higher

frequency band is attributed to the removal of the requirement for the precise alignment of

the seismograms in time domain stacking technique. However, the amplitudes of the

phases are somewhat smaller than those in receiver functions of Fig. 5.5., suggesting that

the structural response beneath each station is not minimum-phase.

To reduce possible distortions due to the violation of the minimum-phase

assumption, we applied an exponential weighting, at , to the seismograms prior to

deconvolution. The purpose of the weighting procedure is to convert nonminimum phase

seismograms to their minimum-phase equivalents. An important property of exponential

weighting is that it commutes with convolution. Therefore, when we apply it to a
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seismogram, it weights both the source wavelet and structural response because these are

two convolutional components of the seismogram. By applying its inverse, at , to each

structural response after deconvolution removes the effects of weighting. However, the

success of the conversion depends on the selection of the parameter "a", and the selection

of this parameter is more empirical than theoretical. If 'a" is too close to 1, the weighting

has no effect on the seismograms, and if "a" is much smaller than 1, at will magnify the

pre-signal noise. Usually, a few tries of progressively decreased "a's will results in an

adequate selection of the parameter.

In Fig. 5.8, we show the results of applying an exponential weighting with

a=O.98 before, and its inverse after, the deconvolutions of Fig. 5.7. The arrival patterns

are similar to those in Fig. 5.7, but the amplitudes of the arrivals are larger than those in

Fig. 5.7 and are more comparable with the receiver functions (Fig. 5.4).

5.3.3 Applications to teleseismic vertical P and transverse S waves

The major motivation of developing this single-trace deconvolution technique for

processing seismic array data is to enhance the near-receiver structural signatures which

are buried in teleseismic vertical P and transverse S waves. In this section, we will use

this technique to deconvolve the teleseismic vertical P and transverse S waves recorded

by the TORTISS array.

In Fig. 5.9, the vertical-component P waves (top panel) from an earthquake in

Chile (Ms 6.5, A=80°, Baz=130°) and transverse-component S waves (bottom panel)

from an earthquake in Fiji (Ms 6.9, A=70°, Baz=230°) recorded by the stations in the

TORTISS array are shown. The P and S waves have been corrected for their travel times.

The P waves were aligned at 30 s in the top panel. In these raw records, no structural

signatures can be identified. In the bottom panel, the transverse-component S waves were

aligned at 100 s, and a dipping pattern of arrivals (marked by arrows) can be identified,

which are presumably S waves reflected from the JdF Moho beneath the array.

We first deconvolved the vertical P waves. The results are shown in the top panel

of Fig. 5.10. Again, we only stacked the auto-correlation functions from western 25

stations (counting from the coast), and an exponential weighting with a=0.99 was used in

the deconvolution procedures. In the bottom panel, we show the vertical component
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Figure 5.7. Single-trace deconvolution of the radial-component P waves in Fig. 5.4 using
auto-correlation function stacking technique. In this example, no exponential weighting
was used. The results for higher frequency band (top panel) are much better than those
using time-domain stacking technique (see Fig. 5.6). The arrival amplitudes, however,
are smaller than in the receiver functions in Fig. 5.5.
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synthetic P waves computed for this event. Two simple crustal models, Md and Mh,

were used in the computations. The synthetics from km 3 to 170 were computed for

model Md and km -186 to 235 for Mh. These two models are based on receiver

function modeling (Chapter 4); the dipping interface in model Md represents the

subducting oceanic Moho and the horizontal interface in model Mh represents the North

America Moho.

It is clear in synthetic seismograms shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 5.10 that,

in both models, only one phase from each interface is significant in vertical-component.

This phase is identified as PpPmp (for the ray path of PpPmp phase, see Fig. 4.6). In the

top panel, this phase can be traced from both Mohos, suggesting that structural signatures

in this component have been enhanced by deconvolution. PpPmp of the JdF Moho can be

traced from km 0 to 90, the time delays and amplitude of PpPmp from km 0 to 90 are

consistent with the model derived for the Coast Range in receriver function modeling.

PpPmp phase of the JdF Moho becomes less obvious east of km 90, the disappearance of

this PpPmp around km 90 may associate with the dip-change of the JdF Moho beneath

km 67 as discussed in receiver function modeling.

In the top panel of Fig. 5.11, we show the deconvolution results of the

transverse-component S waves. In the bottom panel are synthetics computed for this

event using the two crustal models of Fig. 5.10. The synthetics were computed for a pure

SH-wave incidence. The arrivals on the synthetic seismograms are SsSms and its

multiple SsSmsSsSms from the dipping and horizontal interfaces. These phases can be

easily traced in deconvolved seismograms, again suggesting the source wavelet has been

deconvolved. In receiver functions and vertical-component P waves, all identified phases

from the JdF Moho die out at west of AS 15 (the eastmost station of the array), and from

these data we can only trace the JdF Moho up to the High Cascades. The SsSmsSsSms

phase of JdF Moho in Fig. 5.11 is particularly interesting since it can be traced from the

coast (km 0) to the eastmost station A515 (km 300). The Moho reflection points for this

phase observed at AS 15 is important since it may indicate the presence of JdF Moho east

of the High Cascades. The ray path of SsSms is almost identical to that of PpPmp (Fig.

4.6). Using the geometry of the JdF plate determined in receiver function modeling, we

calculated that the Moho reflection points for this phase observed at AS 15 are all at west

of the High Cascades.
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Figure 5.9. Traces in the top panel are the vertical component P-wave seismograms from
the July 11, 1993 Chile earthquake (Ms 6.8, A=85°, Baz=133°) recorded by the
TORTISS array. In the bottom, the transverse component S-wave seismograms from the
August 7, 1993 Fiji earthquake (Ms 6.9, E=86°, Baz=230°) are shown. The P and S
waves have been corrected for travel time differences; the P waves were align at t=30 s
and S waves at t1OO s.
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PpPmp

Figure 5.10. Deconvolved vertical P waves (top panel) from the July 11, 1993 Chile
earthquake as shown in the top panel of Fig. 5.9. The synthetic seismograms computed
for this event using two crustal models are shown in the bottom panel. The traces from
km 3 to 170 were computed for a model with a 100 eastern dipping interface representing
the subducted oceanic Moho. The traces from km 186 to 235 were computed for a
model with a horizontal interface representing the North America Moho. The major
phases from both interfaces are PpPmp, which can be traced in deconvolved
seismograms. The traces in both panels are for the frequency band of 0.033-0.2 Hz.
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Figure 5.11. Deconvolved transverse S waves (top panel) from the August 7, 1993 Fiji
earthquake as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 5.9. The synthetic seismograms
computed for this event using the same models as in Fig. 5.10 are shown in the bottom
panel. The major phases from the dipping interface are SsSms and its multiple
SsSmsSsSms. From the horizontal interface, only SsSms is significant. These phases
seem to be well matched in the deconvolved seismograms. The traces in both panel are
for the frequency band of 0.033-0.1 Hz.
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5.4 summary and conclusions

In this study we have developed a technique for performing single-trace

deconvolution of seismic array data. The technique was used to deconvolve teleseismic

radial-component P waves, vertical-component P waves, and transverse-component S

waves recorded by stations in the TORTISS array. Applications to radial-component P

waves give results consistent with the receiver functions, suggesting the technique is

effective in deconvolving teleseismic array data. The deconvolution results of vertical-

component P and transverse-component S waves are consistent with synthetic

seismograms computed for models derived from receiver function modeling. This

technique provides a way to utilize those reflected phases from the interfaces beneath the

array that are recorded as vertical-component P and transverse-component S waves.

These reflected phases, in conjunction with receiver functions, will give a better

constraint for the structure beneath the array.

The technique is based on spiking deconvolution and takes advantage of array

data processing. By stacking the auto-correlation functions of seismograms and using a

modified spiking deconvolution procedure, two key assumptions in spiking

deconvolution which are problematic for teleseismic P or S waves can be avoided. The

assumptions underlying our technique are: 1) the source wavelet is the same for whole

array, 2) the structural responses are different from station to station, and 3) the structural

responses are minimum-phase. Assumption 1) is true in general for teleseismic P or S

waves if the dimension of the array is much smaller than the event epicentral distance.

Assumption 2) is also true in general because exactly the same structure (e.g., an interface

at an exact depth) beneath an array probably does not exist in reality. Most limitations of

the technique are probably from assumption 3). This assumption was introduced because

we stack the auto-correlation functions of the seismograms instead of the seismograms

themselves (as in time-domain stacking techniques) to estimate the source wavelet. By

doing so, we remove the requirement for precisely aligning the seismograms, which is

very difficult for teleseismic P and S waves and is the main obstacle when using time-

domain stacking techniques to deconvolve high frequency structural information.

Compared with time-domain stacking, auto-correlation stacking gives better results at

higher frequencies, which benefit from the automatic alignment of the auto-correlation

functions. The restrictions due to assumption 3) can also be mitigated by using an

exponential weighting procedure, which can be subsequently removed from the
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deconvolution results by applying its inverse.

Since the technique does not require precise alignment of the seismograms, it has

the potential of applying to high frequency data; one of such applications is to deconvolve

vertical-component seismograms from a regional short-period seismic network.
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Appendices



Appendix A. Definitions of functions and their Fourier transforms

Here we give definitions of the Fourier transform, auto-correlation, self-

convolution and cross-correlation functions. Discussions of their properties can be found

in most textbooks on Fourier transforms [e.g., Bracewell, 1986J. Here, as well as in the

text, the asterisk indicates a complex conjugate.

The Fourier transform of g(t) is defined as

00

g(w) = fg(t)eio)tdt = A(w)e4°) = A(o)eiWt(0)) (al)
-00

By definition, A(o) is the amplitude spectrum, and 4(w) and At(o) are the phase-delay

and time-delay spectra, respectively.

The auto-correlation function of g(t) is

ga(ö) Jg(t)g(t-6)dt. (a2)

Its Fourier transform is the power spectrum of g(t)

ga(w) = g()g*(w) = Ig(w)12 = A2(u). (a3)

The self-convolution function of g(t) is

Its Fourier transform is

= g(t)g(-t)dt. (a4)

gs(w) = g(w)g(w) = g2(w) = A2(o)ei2(W). (a5)

The modogram, a cross-correlation function of g(t) and ga(t), is

gm(ö) 5gs(t)ga(t)dt. (a6)

Its Fourier transform is

gm(w) = g(w)g*(e) = gs(w)ga(w) = g2(w) Ig(o)12 = A4(w)e'2(°). (a7)
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Appendix B. Time-variable filtering

Strong Rayleigh-wave dispersion at long-periods makes it impossible to extract

uncontaminated a and s terms using a uniform time window over a wide frequency

range. For example, a time window of approximately 2.5 hours is needed to extract a

and s for periods of 100 to 500 s. Such a long time-span includes other unwanted

arrivals. In order to extract a particular Rayleigh-wave arrival we use a time-variable

window appropriately adjusted for a given narrow frequency range. g and g are filtered

using the Gaussian narrow-band-pass filter discussed in the main text and the filtered

trace is windowed by a window of length s (10 cycles) centered at the envelope peak

of the group arrival for the frequency of WO. Windowed trace is then Fourier transformed

and the amplitude and phase for the frequency wj are computed. This procedure is

repeated for all frequencies in the range of interest. This windowing technique minimizes

amplitude and phase distortion at different frequencies. The frequency-dependent position

of the window eliminates unwanted arrivals and the frequency-dependent length ensures

that same number of cycles are extracted for all frequencies.
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Appendix C. Determination of a minimum-phase time sequence
s(t) from its amplitude spectrum

Following is a concise discussion based on §10.1, §10.3 and §12.6.1 in

Oppenheim and Schafer [1989].

Assuming the complex cepstrum of a real time sequence s(t) is §(t) which is also a

real time (quefrency) sequence. Since any sequence can be expressed as the sum of an

even and an odd sequence, we can express S(t) as

(ci)

where e(t) is the even part and 0(t) is the odd part of s(t), and

S(t)+S(-t)se(t) 2 (c2)

(c3)2

In general, (t) is not causal. However, if we impose the condition that S(t) is causal, then

we can recover S(t) from e(t) or recover (t) for t0 from 0(t). Furthermore, the

condition that S(t) is causal is the same as that s(t) is minimum-phase. Therefore, if s(t) is

minimum-phase, then (t) is causal.

Because S(t) is causal, i.e., (t)=0 for t<0 and (-t)=0 for t>0, the nonzero

portions of S(t) and §(-t) do not overlap except at t0. Therefore, from eq. c2, we know

that the negative portion (t<0) of Se(t) is the positive portion (t>0) of e(t) is and

e(0) is (0). This relationship leads to the steps that recover (t) from e(t), these steps

are:

1) set e(t)O for t<0,

2) leave e(0) untouched, and

3) multiply e(t) by 2 for t>0.

However, we only can recover (t) for tO from S0(t) because, from eq. c3, (0)=0.

By definition, the Fourier transform of §(t) is
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S(w)=log(A(o))+i(w) (c4)

Because S(t) is a real sequence, the Fourier transform of e(t) is log(A(co)) and the

Fourier transform of §0(t) is i(w). This follows that e(t) is cs(t) the cepstrum of s(t).

Substitute e(t) in eq. c2 by c5(t), we have the relationship between the cepstrum

and complex cepstrum of sequence s(t)

c5(t)t>ft)
2 (c5)

Since §(t) is causal, we can recover the the complex cepstrum (t) from the cepstrum C(t)

by three steps list above, rewite these steps in terms of equations, we have:

0 t<0

c5(0) t=0 (c6)

2c5(t) t>0

Since C(t) only depends on the amplitude spectrum of s(t), eq. c6 thus outline the

procedure of recover a minimum-phase time sequence s(t) from its amplitude spectrum

A(co):

1. Find the time sequence c5(t) by taking the inverse Fourier transform of log(A(w)).

2. Computing 1(t) using eq. c6.

3. Fourier transform 1(t) to X(w).

4. Taking exponential of X(Q) followed by inverse Fourier transform gives s(t).

The frequency-domain representation of eq. c6 is the Hilbert transform

relationship of the amplitude spectrum and phase spectrum of a minimum-phase time

sequence, this relationship is expressed by follow equations:

(w)=- flogA(w)cotdO, (c7)

logA(o)=1(0)+ f(o)cotdO, (c8)

where denotes Cauchy principal value of the integral that follows.




